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Active visual tracking in multi-agent scenarios
Abstract
Camera-equipped robots (agents) can autonomously follow people to provide continuous as-
sistance in wide areas, e.g. museums and airports. Each agent serves one person (target) at a time
and aims to maintain its target centred on the camera’s image plane with a certain size (active
visual tracking) without colliding with other agents and targets in its proximity. It is essential
that each agent accurately estimates the state of itself and that of nearby targets and agents over
time (i.e. tracking) to perform collision-free active visual tracking. Agents can track themselves
with either on-board sensors (e.g. cameras or inertial sensors) or external tracking systems (e.g.
multi-camera systems). However, on-board sensing alone is not sufficient for tracking nearby
targets due to occlusions in crowded scenes, where an external multi-camera system can help. To
address scalability of wide-area applications and accurate tracking, this thesis proposes a novel
collaborative framework where agents track nearby targets jointly with wireless ceiling-mounted
static cameras in a distributed manner. Distributed tracking enables each agent to achieve agreed
state estimates of targets via iteratively communicating with neighbouring static cameras. How-
ever, such iterative neighbourhood communication may cause poor communication quality (i.e.
packet loss/error) due to limited bandwidth, which worsens tracking accuracy. This thesis pro-
poses the formation of coalitions among static cameras prior to distributed tracking based on
a marginal information utility that accounts for both the communication quality and the local
tracking confidence. Agents move on demand when hearing requests from nearby static cam-
eras. Each agent independently selects its target with limited scene knowledge and computes its
robotic control for collision-free active visual tracking. Collision avoidance among robots and
targets can be achieved by the Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance (ORCA) method. To
further address view maintenance during collision avoidance manoeuvres, this thesis proposes
an ORCA-based method with adaptive responsibility sharing and heading-aware robotic control
mapping. Experimental results show that the proposed methods achieve higher tracking accuracy
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Service robots that are designed for assisting people have been developed by both academics
and industries [22]. For example, tour-guide robots, Minerva [131] and RoboX [56], have been
developed to serve in museums or at expos to engage and guide people through exhibits. Instead
of being guided by a robot, a person may want to navigate in a public place as he/she wishes
while being followed by a robot that provides continuous assistance. For example, a person
can walk in a museum freely and request to the following robot for the history of a painting
whenever the person comes across an interesting one. Prototypes of person-following robots,
such as ApriAttenda [142] and Kompai [48] have been developed to serve at home or in public
places. Commercial robots, such as Pepper from Softbank with ongoing and open development,
have been recently deployed in shopping malls for entertaining and serving people1.
In general, the existing prototypes and commercial robots serve people either within a rather
constrained area, e.g. a Pepper robot interacts with people in shopping malls without moving
around, or without coexisting with other robots that are serving in the same environment [131,
142, 46, 52, 48, 32]. This thesis considers a camera-equipped robot as an agent and focuses on
developing an autonomous multi-agent system in public places, where each agent follows one
person (target) to provide continuous assistance and multiple agents concurrently serve their own
target in the same environment without colliding with nearby agents and targets (the avoidance
1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhWAsnPOn w Last accessed: 30/08/2017
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: Multiple agents coexist in a shared environment with each agent actively tracking
and serving a target person. External ceiling-mounted static cameras assist agents for tracking
nearby targets. (a) An example scenario with four agents serving in a crowd with four ceiling-
mounted cameras. (b) Illustration of the three main tasks for one agent: tracking itself and nearby
targets/agents, motion control using the perceived environment and human-robot interaction.
of static obstacles is not considered in this thesis) (see Fig. 1.1(a)). Three main tasks for such
multi-agent automation are identified: i) tracking agents and targets, ii) motion control with the
perceived environment and iii) human-robot interactions (see Fig. 1.1(b)).
By tracking we mean estimating the states of agents and targets in a reference 2D coordinate
over time. The state of an agent consists of pose (position and orientation) and velocity. The
state of a target consists of position and velocity. Motion control refers to an agent computing
its robotic control vector at each time in order to accomplish its assigned task [71, 69]. In our
case, the task of an agent is following its target without colliding with nearby agents and targets.
Finally, human-robot interaction means that an agent perceives the intention or emotion of its
target person with sensory inputs and establishes friendly interactions [122]. This thesis focuses
on tracking and motion control parts, while human-robot interaction is beyond the scope.
Each agent can track itself, nearby agents and targets with either on-board sensors or ex-
ternal sensors, such as ceiling-mounted camera(s) [57, 127, 104, 11]. For agent self-tracking,
wheel/visual odometry techniques can be used with on-board sensors, such as wheel encoders,
an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a camera [27, 118, 39, 28]. Odometry is generally prone
to drifts and inaccurate measurements when traversing uneven terrain. Therefore other on-board
sensors such as LiDAR, and other techniques such as Simultaneous Localisation And Mapping
(SLAM), can be used to improve the agent self-tracking accuracy [19, 9, 83, 31, 121, 144]. This
thesis assumes that agents are able to track themselves and exchange their states with neighbour-
ing agents [51].
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Due to occlusions in scenes populated by targets and agents, it is not trivial for an agent to
achieve accurate and consistent tracking of nearby targets only using on-board sensing. External
cameras can help to address the occlusion problem and improve the tracking accuracy by exploit-
ing different view perspectives of the scene [21, 104]. For the intended applications that require
tracking in wide areas, a wireless smart camera network (WSCN) can be employed. Each smart
camera in WSCN is capable of real-time on-board vision sensing/processing and communicating
with other smart cameras [15, 111].
There can be three network designs to achieve tracking with a WSCN; namely, centralised,
decentralised and distributed. With centralised tracking, all smart cameras send measurements
to a central node that is responsible for tracking all targets [21]. With decentralised tracking,
each target is tracked by a subset of smart cameras at a time. One smart camera within the
subset works as a local centre to coordinate other smart cameras and to perform tracking with
the measurements provided by the smart cameras within the subset [106, 33, 117, 40, 129, 13].
With distributed tracking, each smart camera iteratively exchanges and updates its local state
estimates with one-hop neighbouring smart cameras in order to achieve agreed state estimates of
targets [58, 59, 61].
Centralised design is not scalable as centralised processing is bandwidth demanding and
computationally expensive for the central node and can lead to system failures if the central node
fails. Decentralised and distributed tracking frameworks are preferable with WSCNs for scal-
ability [1]. With decentralised tracking, only local centres have target state estimates at each
time, while distributed tracking enables each smart camera with target state estimates via iter-
ative neighbourhood communication. Typical distributed tracking methods involve all cameras
in a network [58, 59, 61]. When tracking many targets with a bandwidth-limited WSCN, such
as a network with IEEE 802.15.4 standard [103], involving all cameras can deteriorate tracking
accuracy due to poor communication quality, i.e. with packet loss and packet errors. Solutions to
mitigate this problem is to form coalitions among static smart cameras prior to distributed track-
ing, thus keeping the information localised and increasing information delivery reliability [C1].
Agents can perform distributed tracking for nearby targets jointly with their neighbouring
static smart cameras. With the states of nearby targets and agents, agents independently select
their target to follow. One closely related problem is the Cooperative Multi-robot Observation
of Multiple Moving Targets (CMOMMT) problem whose main objective is to maximise the on-
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target observation time [100, 99, 35, 68, 63, 10]. CMOMMT focuses on scenarios where there are
more targets than agents and one agent is preferred to cover multiple targets, which is different
from our intended applications. CMOMMT treats each target with the same importance, i.e.
each target has the same priority. In this thesis, we assume that each target is followed with a
different priority. For example, a person with movements that show anxiety should have a higher
priority to be served compared to a person moving normally. This thesis designs a neighbourhood
messaging scheme between static smart cameras and agents, and uses a local target selection
criterion to achieve a one-to-one target-agent assignment. The objective of the assignment is to
maximise the prioritised on-target observation time, i.e. the on-target observation time weighted
by the priority [C2].
Each agent follows its target with the primary objective of maintaining the target centred on
the image plane with a certain size, which is termed as active visual tracking in this thesis. When
there are multiple agents performing active visual tracking concurrently, agents need to avoid
collisions among themselves and with targets. Agents can be considered as moving obstacles that
are reactive to the scene dynamics. Reciprocity is important for multi-agent collision avoidance
to avoid undesirable oscillations [12]. One of the most used strategies to achieve reciprocity is
the Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance (ORCA) method [12]. ORCA has been successfully
validated with both simulations and robotic platforms, such as iCreate [11] and AR drones [4],
during the past two decades. ORCA assumes that each agent applies the same collision avoidance
strategy, is able to sense the exact shapes, positions and velocities of nearby moving obstacles
and infer their preferred velocity. The preferred velocity is the one that a moving obstacle would
move at as if there were no entities in its way. Each agent firstly identifies a set of velocities that
will not lead to collisions with any nearby moving obstacles, and then selects a new collision-
free velocity from the set that is closest to its preferred velocity. Most works apply ORCA for
multi-robot navigation or crowd simulations where each agent, i.e. a robot or a simulated person,
navigates to a given goal position [12, 127, 128, 5, 11]. The paths of navigating agents are rather
flexible during collision avoidance as long as agents reach their goal position. When applying
ORCA to agents that perform active visual tracking, collision avoidance should further account
for maintaining the on-target view performance, which to the best of our knowledge has not been
explored in the literature [C4].
The following sections formalise the problem and present the detailed technical contributions.
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Figure 1.2: Top-view of multiple disk-shaped agents actively tracking their point-like target.
Agent ci of radius r locates at pi with heading direction of θi and point-like target on locates at
pn. Targets are differentiated by colours and each target is considered with a disk shape of the
same radius as the agent during collision avoidance (indicated by grey circles in dashed lines).
di j is the distance between agent ci and another agent c j. din is the distance from ci to its target
on and δin is the deviation angle from the heading of the agent to its target.
1.2 Problem formulation
Let a planar area be covered by a set of M cameras C = {c1,c2, ...,ci, ...,cM}. Each camera
is a smart camera and the area is free of static obstacles. Let there be a set of N targets Λ =
{o1,o2, ...,on, ...,oN} moving in this area. This thesis uses i to index the cameras, n to index the
targets and t to index the time steps.
C can be presented as C = Cs∪Cm, where Cs is the set of static cameras and Cm is the set
of camera-equipped agents. Static cameras are fixed at a ceiling level with a top-down view on
the area. Agents move within the planar area. All cameras (including the static cameras and
the cameras equipped on agents) are synchronised, calibrated and connected with other cameras
wirelessly. This thesis omits the superscript m or s when referring to generic cameras.
Let rc be the communication range of a camera. The neighbours of ci at t, Ci(t), is the set of
cameras within the communication range of ci:
Ci(t) = {c j, di j(t)< rc}, (1.1)
where di j(t) is the distance between ci and c j at t. Each ci only communicates with its neighbours
Ci(t).
Each agent ci is composed of a disk-shaped robotic platform with radius r and a camera with
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a sector-shaped field of view (FoV) defined by the viewing angle φ and viewing range rv. Let
θi(t) be the camera orientation of ci at t which is same as the heading of the robotic platform (see
Fig. 1.2). Let si(t) be the state of agent ci in a 2D global coordinate system at t:
si(t) =
[
xi(t), yi(t), θi(t), ẋi(t), ẏi(t), θ̇i(t)
]T
, (1.2)
where pi(t) = [xi(t), yi(t)]
T is the position and vi(t) = [ẋi(t), ẏi(t)]T is the velocity of ci. The
superscript T indicates the transpose of a matrix or vector.
The state of an agent is time variant. Let the state transition of an agent be:
si(t) = fi(si(t−1),ui(t))+ξi(t), (1.3)
where fi(·) is the transition function of agent state si from t−1 to t and ξi(t) is the process noise.
fi(·) follows non-linear kinematic models, e.g. car-like or differential-drive models [128, 5]. A
car-like model updates the state of a robotic platform by changing the steering angle and speed
of the front wheels while a differential-drive model updates the state by changing independently
the speed of wheels. ui(t) is the robotic control vector of agent ci and consists of a translational
speed vi(t) and a rotational speed ωi(t). ui(t) is bounded as |vi(t)| 6 vmax and |ωi(t)| 6 ωmax,
where vmax and ωmax are the maximum translational speed and rotational speed, respectively.
Each agent is aware of its own state and that of its neighbouring agents.
Targets are identifiable by discriminative features (e.g. colour or fiducial markers) for each
camera. This thesis models each target with a disk shape of the same radius as that of the robotic
platform for collision avoidance. Each target on is associated with a tracking priority wn(t) ∈
[0,1] that is provided by static cameras. Priority equals to one when the target is required to be
tracked for the longest time while priority equals to zero when there is no need for tracking a
target. The priority is potentially time-varying, but considered as constant in this thesis.
Let sn(t) be the state of on in the 2D global coordinate system:
sn(t) = [xn(t), yn(t), ẋn(t), ẏn(t)]T , (1.4)
where pn(t) = [xn(t), yn(t)]
T is the target position and vn(t) = [ẋn(t), ẏn(t)]T is the velocity of
target. Let zni (t) be the measurement of ci corresponding to the target state sn(t) and modelled
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as:
zni (t) = hi(sn(t))+ ς
n
i (t), (1.5)
where ςni (t) is an additive Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance R
n
i (t). hi(·) is the
projection function from the target state to the measurement. We assume that there is no false
positives (measurements that do not belong to targets) but false negatives (missing measurements
that belong to targets) may occur.
Let the target dynamics in one time step be:
sn(t) = fn(sn(t−1),ξn(t)), (1.6)
where fn(·) is the transition function of the target state from t− 1 to t and ξn(t) is the process
noise which follows a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix Qn(t).
One target is tracked by at most one agent and one agent tracks only one target at a time. By
communicating with nearby static cameras, each agent ci locally selects a target to track with the
objective of maximising the prioritised observation time.
Let din(t) be the distance between ci and on at t, and δin(t) be the deviation angle from the
heading direction of ci to on at t (see Fig. 1.2). Agent ci computes the robotic control vector
ui(t) to maintain on at a certain distance, d∗in, in the heading direction of the robotic platform,
i.e. din(t) = d∗in and δin(t) = 0, while avoiding collisions with any other agents or any targets at
any time, i.e. di j(t)> 2r,∀ j, j 6= i and din(t)> 2r,∀n at any t.
1.3 Contributions
This thesis proposes a collaborative framework for multi-agent active visual tracking in wide
areas with the assistance of a WSCN for target tracking. At each time step, static cameras dy-
namically form tracking coalitions with the consideration of communication imperfections. Dis-
tributed tracking is performed within each tracking coalition together with agents in the proxim-
ity, so that agents can obtain the fused state estimates of nearby targets. On hearing requests from
static cameras, agents independently select a target to follow with the objective of maximising
the prioritised on-target observation time. Agents compute their control vector to actively track
their selected target with view maintenance while avoiding collisions with nearby agents and tar-
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gets. The main technical contributions with respect to the state-of-the-art methods are described
as follows.
Communication-aware coalition formation for distributed tracking
Distributed tracking allows each agent to achieve agreed state estimates of its nearby tar-
gets via iteratively communicating with neighbouring static cameras. Typical distributed
tracking methods involve all cameras in a network, which can deteriorate tracking accuracy
when there are many targets to track and the network bandwidth is limited [58, 59, 61]. This
thesis proposes a communication-aware coalition formation scheme that consists of a three-
stage neighbourhood messaging. The scheme enables each static camera to independently
decide its tracking coalitions based on the marginal utility that accounts for both the local
tracking confidence and the communication link quality under realistic modelling [C1].
Motion control with view maintenance and energy efficiency
Each agent selects one target to perform active visual tracking with the objective of max-
imising the prioritised on-target observation time. Such assignment of agents to targets is
related to the CMOMMOT problem but different as the agent in the CMOMMT problem
is assigned to multiple targets without accounting for the priority of target [100, 99, 35,
68, 63, 10]. This thesis proposes a target selection scheme where agents compute a local
utility for each of their candidate targets and select the target with the highest utility. The
local utility accounts for the target tracking priority, a distance-based cost and a factor that
aims to reduce the chances of multiple agents selecting the same target. Once a target is
associated, the agent computes its robotic control by minimising a weighted cost functions
that accounts for both view maintenance and energy efficiency. The trade-off between the
two costs is investigated for optimal weight tuning [C2].
Collision avoidance with view maintenance
Collision avoidance among agents and targets can be achieved by the ORCA method, which
has been mostly applied for multi-agent navigation or crowd simulations [12, 127, 128, 5,
11]. When applying ORCA to agents that perform active visual tracking, the collision-free
paths are further constrained by the dynamics of targets and the limited FoV of an on-board
camera. This thesis proposes an ORCA-based method that addresses view maintenance
during collision avoidance manoeuvres. Agents that are in danger of losing their target
out of the FoV should share less responsibility for collision avoidance so that they can
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move at their preferred velocity for view maintenance. An adaptive responsibility sharing
algorithm is proposed to set the pair-wise responsibility based on the difference between
the preferred velocity and the current velocity of an agent. In order to maintain the agent
heading towards its target, the proposed heading-ware robotic control mapping algorithm
further takes into account the deviation angle from the agent’s heading to its target when
computing the robotic control from the collision-free velocity [C4].
Robotic validation of multi-agent active visual following
This thesis implements a scalable and fully distributed multi-agent system for concurrent
active visual following without any central processing. Each agent estimates the states of all
agents and targets via distributed tracking with static cameras, and derives its own collision-
free robotic control on board. We design and implement the system on Robotic Operating
System (ROS) with off-the-shelf web cameras and robotic platforms. The proposed imple-
mentation addresses practical challenges such as wireless communication imperfections,
including packet delay and loss, caused by interferences and concurrent transmission, and
tracking failures caused by detection or transmission errors. The robotic implementation
runs in real time and is validated in terms of view maintenance, collision avoidance and
system latency [C5].
1.4 Organisation of thesis
This thesis is organised as follows.
Chapter 1: This Chapter introduces the problem of multi-agent active visual tracking in wide
areas. The problem is formulated and contributions are listed.
Chapter 2: This Chapter presents the state of the art on distributed tracking with WSCNs in
Section 2.1 and motion control among multiple agents for active visual tracking in Section 2.2.
Section 2.3 summarises this Chapter.
Chapter 3: This Chapter presents the proposed collaborative framework for multi-agent active
visual tracking. The proposed framework is introduced in Section 3.2. The method evaluation
with simulations is presented in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 finally summarises this Chapter.
Chapter 4: This Chapter presents the local decision-making and motion control for multi-agent
active visual tracking. Section 4.2 describes the proposed method; Section 4.3 presents the
method evaluation with simulations; Finally, Section 4.4 summarises this chapter.
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Chapter 5: This Chapter presents the collision avoidance among multiple agents performing
active visual tracking. Section 5.2 introduces the proposed method. Section 5.3 validates the
proposed method with simulations using real people trajectories extracted from public datasets.
Section 5.4 finally concludes this Chapter.
Chapter 6: This Chapter presents the implementation of the distributed multi-agent tracking and
control system. Section 6.2 describes the proposed infrastructure on ROS and the implementation
of each functionality. Section 6.3 presents the experimental setup and results. Finally, conclusion
is drawn in Section 6.4.
Chapter 7: This Chapter first summarises the achievements in Section 7.1 and presents future
research directions in Section 7.2.
Chapter 2
State of the art
This Chapter reviews the state-of-the-art works related to distributed tracking with WSCNs and
multi-agent active visual tracking. For the literature of tracking with a WSCN, the focus is
on distributed tracking techniques and camera coalitions for tracking with resource constraints.
While works that address other vision-related challenges, such as occlusions and measurements
association in multi-object tracking, are beyond the scope but are referred to [135, 80, 112]. For
multi-agent active visual tracking, three related areas are covered: i) the assignment of multiple
agents to multiple targets, ii) motion control for active visual tracking with a single agent and iii)
collision avoidance among multiple agents.
2.1 Distributed tracking with wireless smart camera networks
Distributed tracking enables each camera with an agreed state estimate of a target via exchanging
information with one-hop neighbours. Each camera performs two operations which are local
filtering and distributed fusion at each time step. With measurements, each camera first locally
updates the state estimate of a target using filtering techniques and then prepares information to
exchange with neighbours using distributed fusion techniques. When the network scale or the
number of targets increases, distributed tracking can be demanding in terms of resources, e.g.
energy and bandwidth, as distributed fusion involves iterative neighbourhood communication.
It is essential to improve the resource efficiency by forming dynamic groups of cameras, i.e.
coalitions, for tracking targets. The following sections discuss in details the works on filtering
techniques, distributed fusion techniques and camera coalition formation for tracking targets.
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2.1.1 Filters for state estimation
Bayesian filter is a probabilistic approach that runs at each camera for sequentially estimating the
unknown probability density function of the target state using the current measurements and a
process model. The true state is assumed to be an unobserved Markov process, and the measure-
ments are the observations of a hidden Markov model. Kalman Filter (KF) is a recursive Bayesian
filter for linear dynamic system with the yielded conditional probabilities and all noises following
Gaussian distribution. KF has been widely applied in both object tracking [95, 58, 62] and robot
navigation [81, 121, 9, 25]. KF estimates the target state corresponding to the current time step
by first predicting an estimate with the previous target state estimate and then updating/correcting
the predicted target state estimate with the current measurement.
Let the predicted (prior) state estimate of on from ci at t be sn−i (t) . The prior state estimate
is computed from the state transition function as in Eq. 1.6. In the case of a linear transition
function, there exists a transition matrix of target state, Fn(t), such that fn(sni (t−1))=Fn(t)sni (t−
1). KF computes sn−i (t) and its corresponding error covariance matrix P
n−
i (t) as:
sn−i (t) = Fn(t)s
n
i (t−1)




where Pni (t−1) is the error covariance matrix of the target state estimate at t−1.
KF then updates the target state estimate with the current measurement zni (t). When the
measurement model in Eq. 1.5 is linear, there will be a measurement matrix, Hi(t), such that
hi(sni (t)) = Hi(t)sni (t). The state estimate sni (t) and its corresponding error covariance matrix
Pni (t) are updated as:








Pni (t) = [I−Kni (t)Hi(t)]Pn−i (t), (2.2)
where I is the identity matrix of the same dimension of Pni (t) and Kni (t) is known as the Kalman
gain which tells how much contribution the correction from the measurement is made to the prior
state estimate. The optimal Kalman gain is computed as [138]:
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An alternative form of KF is Information Filter (IF) that uses the inverse covariance for estima-
tion. IF is mathematically equivalent to KF (proof is referred to [64]) with the computational
complexity increased in the prediction and reduced in the update, compared to KF. This makes
IF commonly used in sensor fusion as the update using measurement information from multiple
sources can be achieved by trivial additions [62].
IF represents the target state estimate and its corresponding covariance matrix as the infor-
mation vector yni (t) and information matrix Y
n
i (t):








The information vector yn−i (t) and matrix Y
n−
i (t) corresponding to the prior state estimate can
be computed in the information form as:











]−1 Mni (t), (2.5)
where Mni (t)=Fn(t)−T Yni (t−1)Fn(t)−1. Alternatively, yn−i (t) and Y
n−
i (t) can also be computed
from KF as:








IF computes the measurement information vector ini (t) and information matrix Ini (t) :
ini (t) = Hi(t)
T Rni (t)
−1zni (t)
Ini (t) = Hi(t)
T Rni (t)
−1Hi(t). (2.7)
Ini (t) and i
n
i (t) are set to zero matrix 0 of the same dimension of Pni (t) and sni (t), respectively,
when ci does not have any measurement of on at t.
With both information from the measurement and prior target state estimate, the informa-
tion state yni (t) and its corresponding information matrix Y
n
i (t) corresponding to the target state
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estimate is finally obtained by addition:










KF and IF are used for linear systems. In the case of visual tracking, the projection of a 2D
image-plane measurement to a target state in the world coordinate is non-linear and the process
models of people and robotic platforms are mostly non-linear as well. When the dynamic system
is non-linear, i.e. the state transition function ( fn(·)) or the measurement transition function (hi(·))
is non-linear, linear filters cannot be used [61]. To address the non-linearity, several variants of
KF have been proposed, such as the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [124] and Unscented Kalman
Filter (UKF) [125].
EKF linearises at the current state estimate by using partial derivatives, i.e. the Jacobian of
the non-linear functions fn(·) and hi(·) in the KF equations. Extended Information Filter (EIF) is
the corresponding information form of EKF, which is the most commonly applied filter in sensor
fusion with non-linear dynamic systems. The prediction step for EIF is similar to the equations
of IF in Eq. 2.5 as:
yn−i (t) = Y
n−









]−1 Mni (t), (2.9)
where Mni (t) = J f ,n(t)−T Yni (t− 1)J f ,n(t)−1 and J f ,n(t) is the Jacobian of fn(·) with respect to
sni (t).
EIF computes ini (t) and Ini (t) as:
ini (t) = Jh,i(t)
T Rni (t)
−1 [zni (t)−hi(sn−i (t))+Jh,i(t)sn−i (t)]
Ini (t) = Jh,i(t)
T Rni (t)
−1Jh,i(t), (2.10)
where Jh,i(t) is the Jacobian of hi(·) with respect to sni (t). The update is the same as in Eq. 2.8.
EKF can achieve accurate estimation if the functions are close to linear functions and the
uncertainties of measurements and prior estimates are small [124]. As for highly non-linear
systems, UKF can be applied by picking a minimal set of sample points around the mean which
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are then propagated via the non-linear functions to form a new mean and covariance. UKF avoids
the calculation of the Jacobian which can be difficult to obtain for highly non-linear functions.
Other filters, such as Particle Filter (PF) [8], also known as Sequential Monte Carlo method, also
address non-linearity by using a set of particles to represent the distribution instead of using a
Gaussian distribution assumption.
2.1.2 Distributed fusion of local estimates
Distributed fusion techniques are traditionally used in wireless sensor networks to achieve a
global agreement on an environmental phenomenon, e.g. temperature, via iteratively exchanging
information with neighbours [95]. Distributed fusion algorithms define how the information is
exchanged and locally processed. Basic schemes for disseminating information within a network
include flooding and gossiping [2, 133]. Flooding allows each sensor broadcast its local knowl-
edge to neighbours blindly whenever there is an update that either comes from itself or is received
from its neighbours. Flooding can be resource-consuming in large-scale networks due to the du-
plicated information transmissions [113]. Gossiping is developed upon flooding but allows each
sensor to randomly select one neighbour to exchange information at each time [14, 107].
For distributed tracking, one of the widely applied fusion methods is averaged-based consen-
sus [95, 54, 58, 59, 62, 61]. The consensus algorithm allows each sensor iteratively exchange
with neighbours the information obtained from local filtering and perform updates using the in-
formation received from its neighbours. With iterations, each node in a network asymptotically
converges to the averaged state estimate. For an undirected network, the convergence can be
reached if the network is connected, i.e. there exists a path to connect any two arbitrary sen-
sor nodes. Practical sensor networks are often modelled as directional networks where each
edge is associated with a direction. A directional network can reach convergence if the net-
work is strongly connected, i.e. there exists a directed path connecting any two arbitrary sensor
nodes [96]. For networks with time-varying topology because of node mobility or communica-
tion failures (e.g. packet loss), the convergence can be reached if the directional network at each
time stamp is strongly connected [97].
Consensus algorithm has been combined with different local filtering techniques. For exam-
ple, Kalman Consensus Filter (KCF) combines consensus with KF [95] and similarly, Information-
weighted Consensus Filter (ICF) combines consensus with IF [58]. KCF exchanges the local
target state estimate, i.e. sni (t), and each camera conducts the average consensus to agree on
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the average state estimate at each time step. As the information from each camera is averaged
equally, KCF can worsen the overall tracking accuracy due to the presence of cameras with inac-
curate state estimates.
To address this problem, ICF computes the average of the state estimate weighted by the
covariance matrix of local estimates. To do so, each camera exchanges with neighbours the
information form of both local estimate and the corresponding covariance matrix, i.e. yni (t) and
Yni (t). Let x
n,k
i (t) and X
n,k
i (t) denote the terms that camera ci exchanges with neighbours for













where M is the number of cameras in the network. Each camera updates its own terms at k
as [58]:
xn,ki (t) = x
n,k−1







Xn,ki (t) = X
n,k−1








where ε is the weight given to the additional information that is contributed by neighbours and
Ci(t) is the set of neighbours of ci at t. 0 < ε < 1/D is necessary for the convergence where D is
the maximum degree of the network [96]. ε affects the convergence speed of the consensus and
can be set accordingly [58]. The number of iterations needed to reach consensus in a network
depends on the network connectivity, which is often measured by the average degree of the
network [96]. The higher connectivity results in a quicker convergence. Extended Information-
Weighted Consensus Filter (EIWCF) extends ICF in order to address the non-linearity in visual
tracking by replacing the use of IF to EIF [62].
Consensus-based fusion algorithms rely on the parameter, ε that is dependent on the network
connectivity. When such knowledge is not available, e.g. the network topology is time-varying,
other distributed fusion techniques, such as Iterative Covariance Intersection (ICI) can be applied.
ICI computes the weighted average purely based on local state estimate [53, 61]. The initial terms
to exchange are the information forms of the local estimate and its corresponding covariance
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matrix, i.e.:
xn,0i (t) = y
n
i (t)
Xn,0i (t) = Y
n
i (t). (2.13)
At each iteration k, the updates are computed as:














where µn,kj (t) is the weight assigned to the information from c j at iteration k.
The weight can be computed with different techniques using either the traces or the deter-
minants of information matrices. For example, the Fast Covariance Intersection (FCI) uses the







where tr(·) is the trace of a matrix and Xn,k−1 = ∑c j∈Ci(t) tr(X
n,k−1
j (t)). With ICI, the converged
values are not arithmetic averages of the initial states in general [53].
The above mentioned distributed fusion methods consider the case of tracking a single tar-
get and involve all cameras in the network. When extending to multi-target tracking, there are
extra issues that need to be addressed including the measurement association and the resource
limitations. The measurement association is beyond the focus of this thesis but can be possibly
addressed with techniques such as the joint probability data association filter [59]. In a camera
network, tracking a target with all cameras participating in the fusion process is unnecessary as
only those that are close to the target may contribute information for tracking due to limited FoV.
When there are resource constraints, such as limited network bandwidth or energy, involving all
cameras can be resource-consuming as the number of targets increases and leads to a slow con-
vergence as the network scale increases. It is therefore of great importance to form a subset of
cameras dynamically for tracking targets (camera coalition formation) with WSCNs [92].
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2.1.3 Coalition formation with resource constraints
This section discusses methods of forming coalitions for tracking multiple targets, where each
target is tracked independently and each camera only communicates with neighbours. Methods
are classified into three categories based on the number of cameras joining tracking and how the
cameras are selected: single camera switching, decentralised coalition and distributed coalition.
Single camera switching assigns one camera to track one target at each time [16, 101, 23, 74,
41, 33, 141]. Decentralised coalition selects a subset of cameras for tracking a target at a time
with one camera working as a coordinator to select the cameras in the coalition and aggregate
the measurements [106, 84, 76, 40, 18, 129, 116]. Finally, distributed coalition involves a subset
of cameras for tracking a target at a time, but with each camera independently deciding whether
to join in a coalition [61].
In camera switching methods, each camera needs to robustly handover the target information
to the next camera [101, 16, 47, 23, 75, 41]. The camera that has a target leaving its FoV can
warn its neighbouring cameras to get ready for tracking the target [101] or determine the next
camera based on the predicted target motion [15]. A master-slave scheme was used to create
an overlapping duration of a master camera (the current tracking camera) and a slave camera
(the next selected camera) in order to ensure a robust target information handover in the case of
transmission delay [16]. In the case where the network has predefined clusters, the camera with
the best view on the target within each cluster can be selected for tracking [47]. Concepts in game
theory were also applied for camera handover, where one camera bargains with other cameras in
an iterative way in order to assign cameras to targets with the objective to maximise the overall
tracking performance [75]. Targets can also be assigned using auction-based methods. A camera
considers the targets that it is currently tracking as bids to sell to neighbouring cameras [41].
Each candidate camera makes a sealed bid for a target, and the selling camera will award it to the
highest bidder at the second highest price (Vickrey auction).
On-board resource limitations such as energy and computation capability can influence the
tracking performance, for example, limited computation capability may lead to low frame rates
in real-time tracking systems as the number of tracked objects increases [23]. The resource costs
can be incorporated into the price in the auction-based methods [33, 141] or combined with
the viewing performance when selecting one camera among cameras that are viewing the same
target (viewing cameras) [40]. In general, tracking with one camera is less resource demanding
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compared to tracking with multiple cameras, but the disadvantage is the lack of robustness to
single camera failures. Multiple viewing cameras can form a group to jointly track a target,
while the trade-off is a higher demand in energy and bandwidth as more cameras are involved
in processing and communication. Therefore in the literature, both viewing quality/tracking
accuracy and limited resources are considered when forming coalitions for multi-camera fusion.
In decentralised coalition methods, one camera works as a local centre for selecting a sub-
set of viewing cameras and aggregating the measurements [106, 129, 18, 116, 13]. The local
centre can be dynamically elected, e.g. the camera with the best viewing [75, 47] or most ac-
curate estimate [116]. The local centre can either directly fuse the information from all viewing
cameras [18] or further select a subset of viewing cameras with the criteria based on the informa-
tion contribution, such as cameras with minimum tracking uncertainty [129] and/or the resource
cost [106, 116, 13]. ContractNet protocol has been used for forming such coalition for tracking
with the constraint that one camera only tracks one target at a time [106]. This is to roughly ac-
count for the resource constraints. A more recent work adopts ContractNet protocol but addresses
the resource cost via iterative negotiation [116]. Each camera is selected to join the coalition in a
greedy manner based on the marginal utility computed with both the information gain and energy
cost. In addition to energy cost, the communication performance due to limited bandwidth also
affects tracking accuracy. Packet errors has been accounted when selecting a subset of viewing
cameras [13], while other factors such as packet loss due to the large network traffic are not taken
into account. Above mentioned works are based on the assumption that all viewing cameras are
neighbours or a routing table is available. When viewing cameras can not directly communi-
cate with each other, multiple coalitions may be formed for tracking the same target [84], which
can lead to more communication and computational resources due to the complicated coalition
dynamics.
Each camera can also decide on its own whether to join the coalition for tracking a target
instead of being told by a local centre [61]. Distributed coalition often comes with distributed
tracking which is performed within the formed coalitions. Distributed tracking avoids multiple
coalitions tracking a single target as long as the cameras in a coalition forms a connected subnet,
i.e. each camera has a route to any other cameras in the sub-network. Distributed coalition can
be formed based on the ratio of the sensing and communication range in order to include all
viewing cameras within the coalition [61]. However such way may create large redundancy of
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Table 2.1: Summary of the state-of-the-art works for decentralised/distributed tracking with
WSCNs. Key. Dec.: Decentralised; Dis.: Distributed; IG: Information Gain; RC: Resources
Constraints; CI: Communication Imperfection; X: Considered; KF: Kalman Filter; EKF: Ex-
tended Kalman Filter; IF: Information Filter; EIF: Extended Information Filter; PF: Particle
Filter; KLT: KanadeLucasTomasi feature tracker; AC: Average-based Consensus; ICI: Iterative
Covariance Intersection.
Ref.
Coalition Criteria Tracking Target(s)
Switch Dec. Dis. IG RC CI Tracker Fusion Single Multiple
[15] X X KLT X
[101] X X EKF X
[47] X X KF X
[75] X X Camshift X
[23] X X NA X
[41] X X NA X
[33] X X X NA X
[141] X X X NA X
[84] X X KF X
[18] X X NA X
[106] X X X NA X
[40] X X PF X
[116] X X X IF X
[13] X X X X EIF X
[129] X X PF X
[95] KF AC X
[133] PF Gossip X
[58] IF AC X
[62] EIF AC X
[59] IF AC X
[61] X X EIF ICI X
Proposed X X X EIF AC X
non-viewing cameras participating into the fusion, which might be acceptable for single target
tracking [61]. However when it comes to tracking multiple targets, which is a more realistic
scenario, limited bandwidth will deteriorate the tracking accuracy due to poor communication
quality. The convergence of distributed fusion can be reached within each formed coalition as
long as the sub-network at each time stamp is strongly connected [97].
The detailed state of the art of decentralised/distributed tracking with WSCNs is presented in
Table 2.1. The Proposed method is referring to the method proposed in Chapter 3.
2.2 Multi-agent active visual tracking
This section covers related works on motion control with respect to the intended multi-agent
applications, where each agent independently selects a target and computes its control to actively
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track its target while avoiding nearby agents and targets. The section firstly reviews the related
works on assigning agents to moving targets, then reviews the methods of controlling an agent
for actively tracking a target, and finally discusses the related works on multi-agent collision
avoidance.
2.2.1 Assignment of multiple agents to multiple targets
Assigning agents to moving targets is closely related to the CMOMMT problem, which allows
each agent to move independently with the objective of maximising the averaged on-target ob-
servation time [100, 99, 35, 68, 63, 10]. The agent is formulated with omnidirectional sensing
capability and can communicate with neighbouring or all agents [100]. The agent-target as-
signment is implicitly achieved via local force vectors which are predefined by distance-based
functions [100, 99, 35, 68]. The local force vectors encode the attraction forces towards nearby
targets and the repelling forces away from nearby agents. CMOMMT focuses on scenarios where
there are more targets than agents and an agent is desired to cover multiple targets while avoiding
overlapping coverage on a single target. In order to reduce the chances of overlapping coverage,
weighted local force vectors are proposed by assigning lower weights on the attraction forces
of targets that are within the sensing range of other agents [99]. The weights are further set
adaptively under different conditions to achieve higher observation time on targets [35].
With local force vectors, target loss can happen when an agent is covering multiple targets
moving in the opposite directions. A help and tagging scheme is then introduced to address
the target loss problem [68]. An agent that predicts a possible target loss broadcasts a help call
to neighbouring agents, providing the target position and the predicted time of target loss. On
hearing help calls, agents that are not tagged to any targets estimate the time to capture each
candidate target. In order to achieve efficient coverage, each hearing agent performs two rounds
of help call selection. The agent first checks the unanswered calls and chooses the closest one
among those with the time to capture smaller than the predicted time of target loss. If the hearing
agent is not tagged to any help call, it then checks those answered calls and chooses the closest
one among those with the target-agent distance smaller than that of the answering agent.
Recent works adapt the original objective of CMOMMT and achieve the agent-target assign-
ment by optimising additional metrics, such as observation fairness [10], observation quality [63]
and tracking accuracy [132]. A fair CMOMMT is achieved by maximising the average observa-
tion time while minimising the deviation of observation time [10]. The observation quality may
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become an issue when using multiple camera-equipped Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) as
there is a trade-off between the size of observation area and observation quality when flying a
UAV at different heights [63]. If the tracking accuracy is of concern, then a balance between the
observation time and tracking accuracy is also needed [132]. In general, agents in CMOMMT
make independent decisions via neighbourhood communication. However, the neighbours often
refer to all agents, i.e. the global knowledge is available to each agent, which is not practical
in large-scale applications. CMOMMT treats all targets equally and aims to assign one agent to
multiple targets while avoiding one target being observed by multiple agents, which is different
from our problem where one agent is assigned to one target for active visual tracking and targets
can have different priorities.
2.2.2 Motion control for active visual tracking with a single agent
Active visual tracking with a single agent refers to an agent continuously estimating the state of a
target and actively moving towards the target in order to maintain the target appearing centred at
its camera’s image plane with a certain size. Active visual tracking involves both vision-related
processing (e.g. target detection and tracking) and robotic control [142, 130, 77, 48, 91, 102,
49]. Works from the computer vision community and the robotics community tend to address
this problem with different focuses. Some works mainly address challenges on visual tracking
with simplified motion control methods [119, 67]. Some other works focus on motion control
methods but with simplified camera modelling [73, 137] or tracking the target with simplified
detections, e.g uniform colour [134, 72, 89] and easily-detected patterns [102]. The mostly used
visual tracking techniques are Kanada-Lukas-Tomasi (KLT) feature tracker with clustering [67,
24], Tracking-Learning-Detection (TLD) tracker [102, 49], colour-based detector with temporal
filtering [142, 77, 130, 48] and OpenNI tracker for RGB-D sensors [91].
This section focuses on algorithms that computes the robotic controls (controller) for active
visual tracking. Feedback controllers are mostly applied for active visual tracking on robotic
platforms. Feedback controllers compute the controls that are dependent on the current agent
state with the objective of bringing the agent state to be as the same as the desired state [36].
Feedback controllers take as input the difference between the current state and the desired state
(the error) and output the robotic control for the current time step. The input error can be either
pixel difference on the image plane [77, 102] or distance difference on the ground plane [48, 49].
The frequently used controllers are Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) [49] and its variants,
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such as P [67, 24], PI [130, 77], and PD [102] controllers. When image-plane errors are used for
feedback controllers, there is no need for the knowledge of camera calibration and target size,
but a proper parameter tuning is required. When using the ground-plane errors for control, the
relative position of the target to the agent on ground plane is required. The relative position can
be inferred using a monocular camera with calibration knowledge and target size [102] or using
additional on-board sensors, such as laser [67], depth [49, 91] and stereo cameras [24], or using
external sensors, such as ceiling-mounted cameras [88].
The controls can also be computed using optimal controllers by minimising a cost function
that is composed of state and control variables in order to achieve certain optimality [17]. For
example, the controller can be formulated from the tracking perspective by positioning the agent
in such a way that the uncertainty of the target state estimate can be minimised by making use
of optimal state filters, such as KF [137]. The control can also be computed by minimising a
constructed cost function that accounts for a finite time horizon using Model Predictive Con-
trol (MPC) [108]. At each time step, MPC computes a set of controls that corresponds to a time
horizon and only executes the control corresponding to the current time step. Optimal controllers
provide the possibility to account for multiple objectives, such as energy efficiency. Energy
cost is often considered when planning the path for an agent with navigation tasks [85, 78, 86],
but is seldom considered in computing controls for active target tracking. In addition to us-
ing distance as the measure for energy cost, other energy modelling can be used, for example,
modelling based on discrete movements (e.g. stops and turns) [86] or modelling based on the
kinetic energy [78]. The cost functions are often designed as quadratic functions in order to ob-
tain analytical solutions, i.e. in a feedback form [137], or to compute the solution efficiently for
real-time applications [105, 94]. When multiple objectives are considered in the optimisation,
the combined cost function becomes more complex and can be designed with variant functions
in order to differentiate the penalty strength of multiple criteria. For example, one can use the
exponential function to aggravate the penalty on the deviation of a certain criterion [70]. When
the cost functions cannot be solved analytically, gradient-based iterative methods are commonly
applied to solve the MPC problems compared to the brute-force search method. This is because
the brute-force method is more computationally demanding as the solution space increases due
to the consideration of multiple time steps. The gradient-based methods are often used with
tools, such as fmincon in Matlab [90], however the global optimality of the control cannot be
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guaranteed.
2.2.3 Collision avoidance in multi-agent scenarios
Obstacles for an agent can be defined as any static or moving objects that are in the way of
its desired path. The static obstacles, e.g. a table or a wall [110, 66] can be avoided by using
distance-based artificial potential functions [110] or fuzzy logics [66]. In terms of moving ob-
stacles, the literature normally term an object that is moving along a predefined path without
reacting to the environment as a passively moving obstacle, such as a preprogrammed vehi-
cle [65, 43, 123, 139], whereas an object that is able to react to the environment dynamics as an
actively moving obstacle, such as an agent in a multi-agent scenario [12, 127, 128, 6, 5, 11, 7].
Passively moving obstacles can be avoided with the extension of distance-based methods by
incorporating the time-varying property into static obstacles [65]. Another popular method for
avoiding passively moving obstacles is by constructing velocity obstacle (VO), which is the set
of velocities that could lead to collisions with an obstacle in a time horizon [43]. The agent
needs to know the shapes, positions and velocities of itself and nearby passively moving obsta-
cles. The agent then derives the VO induced by each passively moving obstacle assuming that
each passively moving obstacle moves at its current velocity within the time horizon. Collision
avoidance in the time horizon can be guaranteed if the agent selects a velocity outside the VO.
The VO-based method avoids static obstacles by considering static obstacles as passively moving
obstacles with zero velocities.
When avoiding agents that can react to the actions of other agents, undesired oscillations
can occur if an agent is simply treated as a passively moving obstacle. The motion control of
each agent should be collision-free for any other nearby agents and such reciprocity is essential
to avoid oscillations among agents. The concept of gyroscopic forces has been combined with
distance-based methods to resolve the oscillation issue [20], however its applicability in dense
multi-agent scenarios is limited [20]. ORCA is based on VO and has been successfully validated
for multi-agent collision avoidance with simulations in densely-packed scenarios [12] and tested
on robotic platforms [127, 128, 5, 7, 11]. ORCA defines the set of velocities that are not only
reciprocally collision-avoiding but also close to the preferred velocity of each agent. The pre-
ferred velocity is the velocity at which an agent would like to move when there is no obstacle in
its way. Similar to [43], each agent is assumed to be able to sense the exact shapes, positions and
velocities of nearby agents and to infer their preferred velocities without communication. ORCA
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provides a sufficient condition for multiple agents to avoid collisions among each another [12].
However, the collision-free velocity may be infeasible in medium or highly dense cases because
the set of collision-free velocities is empty. To address this problem, ORCA allows each agent to
achieve a feasible velocity by minimally shifting the constraints induced by other agents using a
3D linear program, where the 3D linear program is always feasible [12].
ORCA was originally proposed for holonomic agents, however most of the off-the-shelf
robotic platforms follow non-holonomic kinematics, such as differential-drive models [128, 6]
and car-like models [5]. In order to make ORCA applicable to real robotic platforms, derivative
works extend ORCA to cope with non-holonomic kinematics from two directions [128, 6, 5, 11].
One is to directly compute the robotic control constraints rather than the velocity constraints.
The generalised velocity obstacle (GVO) samples the space of accessible controls and deter-
mines whether a collision can occur by estimating the time when the agent-obstacle distance
achieves the minimum [139]. While GVO only addresses the avoidance of passively moving
obstacles, a recent work extends GVO to reciprocal collision avoidance by approximating the
control space with polygons and the non-linear control constraints with the first-order Taylor
approximation [11]. Another direction follows the original formulation of ORCA and maps the
linear collision-avoiding velocity to non-linear robotic control in the end. As there will be tra-
jectory tracking errors caused by the linear formulation, the agent radius is often enlarged when
deriving the velocity constraints to compensate the trajectory tracking errors [128, 6, 5].
Each agent needs to track itself and nearby agents, which is often achieved with centralised
visual tracking systems in real robotic implementation due to limited on-board sensing capability
of the off-the-shelf robotic platforms [127, 128, 6, 11]. One machine tracks all agents using
either a single top-view camera [127] or a motion capture system (Vicon) [11], computes the
controls for all agents and sends the controls back to each agent for execution. Such centralised
frameworks lack the scalability in wide areas. On-board sensors, e.g. IMUs and laser scanners,
can be used for each agent to track itself [51]. Each agent exchanges with other agents its own
state to enable the on-board computation of collision-free robotic controls.
The state of the art of multi-agent active tracking in presented in Table 2.2. The Proposed
method is referring to the method proposed in Chapter 5.
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Table 2.2: Summary of the state-of-the-art works in multi-agent active tracking. Key. N: Naviga-
tion; O: Observation; T: Tracking; CA: Collision Avoidance; #R: The number of robots (agents)
assigned to a target; #T: The number of targets an agent is assigned to; OS: Onboard Sensors; ES:
External Sensors; S: Capability to avoid static obstacles; P: Capability to avoid passively moving
obstacles; A: Capability to avoid actively moving obstacles; X: considered/used; M: Multiple.
Ref
Motion objectives Assignment Localisation Obstacles
Robot
N O T CA #R #T OS ES S P A
[100] X X 1 M X X Nomad 200
[99] X X 1 M X X Nomad 200
[35] X 1 M Simulation
[68] X 1 M Simulation
[63] X 1 M Simulation
[10] X 1 M Simulation
[132] X X 1 M X X MikroKopter
[88] X 1 1 X Pioneer P2-DX
[142] X X 1 1 X X ApriAttenda
[67] X 1 1 X Segway RMP
[24] X 1 1 X Pioneer P3-AT
[49] X 1 1 X iRobot Create
[130] X 1 1 X4-flyer
[77] X 1 1 X Helicoper
[37] X X 1 1 X X robuLAB10
[48] X X 1 1 X X Kompai
[102] X 1 1 X AR drone
[91] X 1 1 X AscTec Pelican
[137] X 1 1 Simulation
[32] X X 1 1 X X Wheeled robot
[12] X X X X X Simulation
[127] X X X X X X iRobot Create
[128] X X X X X X iRobot Create
[6] X X X X X X Epuck
[5] X X X X X Simulation
[51] X X X X X X iRobot Create
[11] X X X X X X iRobot Create
[7] X X X X X X AR Drone
Proposed X X X 1 1 X X X X Simulation
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2.3 Summary
In summary, decentralised/distributed tracking frameworks are suitable for tracking with WSCNs.
Decentralised tracking schemes require a local centre to form a coalition for each target and per-
form information fusion [106, 33, 116, 40, 129, 13]. Distributed tracking instead enables each
camera with an agreed target state estimate via iterative neighbourhood communication without
local centres [95, 54, 58, 59, 62, 34]. Traditional distributed fusion techniques involve all cam-
eras to exchange information with neighbours, which is bandwidth-demanding and unnecessary
in tracking applications due to the localised nature. A subset of cameras can be formed into a
connected coalition to track a single target [61]. In order to avoid redundant cameras joining
in coalitions especially when tracking multiple targets in a bandwidth-limited WSCN, the dis-
tributed coalition formation should account for both the information gain for local tracking and
the information loss due to the poor link quality [C1].
Agents can track nearby targets by performing distributed fusion with nearby static cameras.
On hearing requests from static cameras, agents select their own target. The assignment of mul-
tiple agents to multiple targets is closely related to the CMOMMT problem [100, 99, 35, 68] that
aims at maximising the on-target observation time. CMOMMT achieves a one-to-multiple agent-
target assignment, which is different from our intended applications with a one-to-one agent-
target assignment. Targets in the intended applications may have different tracking priorities,
therefore a prioritised agent-target assignment scheme is needed to improve the observation time
on targets of a higher priority while avoiding overlapping coverage. Once a target is assigned,
the agent computes the control to perform active visual tracking. Although feedback-based con-
trollers [49, 67, 24, 130, 77, 102] are mostly used in practical applications, minimisation-based
controllers can be exploited for multi-objective control [C2].
Collision avoidance among agents is an important problem to tackle, which has been ad-
dressed by the ORCA method and has been successfully validated in multi-agent navigation
applications [12, 127, 128, 5, 11]. The path of an agent performing a navigation task is rather
flexible during avoidance manoeuvres as long as the goal position is reached. However for agents
performing active visual tracking, the paths are constrained by target dynamics and limited FoV.
Agents can lose their target out of the FoV when avoiding nearby agents and targets. View main-
tenance should be accounted when applying ORCA in multi-agent active visual tracking [C4].
Tracking is important for multi-agent systems. Due to the limited on-board sensing capa-
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bilities, tracking is often achieved through a centralised vision system, for example using a top-
down camera [127, 128, 6] or a motion capture system [11]. However, centralised systems are
not scalable and distributed approaches are preferable to favour the scalability and flexibility
of deployment. Distributed approaches exist where agents exploit their IMUs and laser scan-
ners for self localisation and exchange with each other the estimated states for on-board control
computation [51]. However, the approach in [51] is not able to track targets in crowded scenes.
The limited on-board sensing also constrains the set of possible collision-free controls within
the visibility range and reduce the feasible control space. The exploitation of ambient cameras
and distributed tracking techniques help to achieve both tracking accuracy and system scalabil-
ity [C5].
Chapter 3
Coalition formation for distributed tracking
with static cameras
3.1 Overview
This Chapter focuses on the collaboration among static cameras that continuously perform dis-
tributed tracking on targets. The collaboration defines what information is exchanged among
static cameras, how the information is exchanged and how the information is used for local de-
cision making. A communication-aware coalition formation scheme prior to distributed tracking
is proposed to account for imperfect communication performance caused by limited bandwidth
[C1]. This Chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 describes the proposed communication-
aware coalition formation scheme for distributed target tracking. Section 3.3 evaluates the coali-
tion formation scheme with simulations in terms of tracking accuracy and communication cost.
Finally, Section 3.4 summarises this chapter.
3.2 Proposed method
Static cameras perform target detection (e.g. using [38]) and local tracking with EIF. We assume
that i) the on-board computational resources of each static camera can afford real-time target
detection and tracking, ii) the detection association within and across camera views is perfect,
iii) each static camera has the knowledge of its neighbouring cameras, i.e. who and where are
the neighbours.
Let Cn(t) be the set of cameras that are in the coalition for tracking target on at t. Each
32
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Figure 3.1: The block diagram of the communication-aware coalition formation for distributed
tracking. The blocks in blue are proposed ones, the block in orange uses state-of-the-art methods
and the block in white is beyond the scope of this thesis. The arrows indicate the information
flow where the thick ones represent iterative information exchanges.
camera ci is allowed to join multiple tracking coalitions at a time, and Φi(t) is the set of tracking
coalitions that ci joins in at t. Each camera decides its own coalition set Φi(t) with the objective
of improving tracking accuracy under limited bandwidth. Distributed tracking is then performed
at all cameras that are within a tracking coalition.
We propose a coalition formation scheme via neighbourhood messaging. The scheme is com-
posed of three stages, namely, coalition candidate announcement, communication-aware coali-
tion refinement and bridge identification (see Fig. 3.1). The first stage includes all cameras with
information that can be contributed to tracking a target. The second stage further refines the cam-
eras by considering the marginal information gain under imperfect communication link quality.
The final stage avoids forming multiple coalitions for tracking a single target, especially in cases
when cameras have information of the same target but cannot directly communicate with each
other (see Fig. 3.2(b)). The resulted tracking coalition forms a connected subset of cameras that
contains most target information under realistic communication modelling at each t. We omit t
in the following sections to simplify the notations.
Coalition candidate announcement
Each camera ci firstly decides its candidate coalition set, Φ−i , and announces it to its neigh-
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bours. ci becomes a candidate in the coalition for tracking on if ci has information to
contribute that is of sufficient tracking confidence, i.e. either with a current or a previous
measurement of the target. Once ci decides its candidate coalitions, it broadcasts a candi-





the corresponding information matrices of local target state estimates. After this round of
information exchange, each camera has knowledge of the candidate sets of its neighbours
together with their tracking confidence of each candidate target.
Communication-aware coalition refinement
The candidate set Φ−i is further refined by the communication performance using a marginal
information utility. On one hand, when a camera joins in a tracking coalition for a target, the
camera contributes not only its own information to the state estimation but also increases
the neighbourhood traffic, thus resulting in a worse link quality. On the other hand, when
a camera does not join in the tracking coalition, it contributes neither the information nor
the traffic to its neighbourhood. Therefore the actual information utility that each cam-
era contributes to the coalition combines both the tracking information utility and the link
quality.
Let Uni be the information utility that ci contributes to tracking on. U
n
i can be computed as




where det(·) is the determinant of a matrix. The larger value indicates more certainty of the
state estimate.
The link quality is measured by the Packet Reception Ratio (PRR), which is defined as the
ratio of successfully received packets to all sent packets. The link quality is modelled as
a Bernoulli random process [60] by taking into account both the Packet Error Ratio (PER)
and the Packet Loss Ratio (PLR), assuming that there is no channel interference. PER
defines the ratio of erroneously received packets to all sent packets, and PLR defines the
ratio of not received packets to all sent packets.
The PER, ρe, is related to the transmission distance d and it is commonly approximated by
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where a, b and c are protocol-dependent constants that can be fitted with experimental
data [13]. The PLR, ρ l , is defined as:
ρ




where PR is the number of packets received in the network per second and PS is the number
of packets sent per second.
We approximate PR as the network throughput, which is the rate of information received
(in bytes) in a network. Given a wireless network with a random topology, the throughput,







where m is the number of nodes that are competing to transmit and C is the network capacity.
Θ(·) is the model function [50]. We approximate PS as the rate of neighbourhood traffic (in
bytes) generated during the distributed fusion phase. If K iterations are performed during
distributed fusion, the neighbourhood traffic of ci, PSi , that accounts for the bytes sent by










Lkj |Φ j|+Lki |Φi|
)
, (3.5)
where ∆T F is the time duration of distributed fusion and Lki is the packet load of ci at each
iteration k and |·| is the cardinality of a set.









where M is a protocol-dependent constant.
Let ρi j be the link quality, i.e. PRR, between camera ci and c j and let ρei j be the packet error
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ratio between ci and c j. We compute ρi j as:
ρi j = 1−ρ li −ρei j, (3.7)
Let Cni be the set of neighbouring cameras of ci that are in the same coalition for tracking
on, i.e. Cni = Ci∩Cn. Let Un+i be the actual information utility that ci contributes to C
n
i by
joining the coalition, while Un−i be the actual information utility that ci contributes to C
n
i


























i j and ρ
n−
i j are the estimated link quality between ci and one of
its neighbour c j based on the neighbourhood traffic including and excluding ci joining in
Cn, respectively. ρn+i j and ρ
n−
i j are computed using the worst-case neighbourhood traffic,
i.e. all neighbours join in their candidate set Φ−j for distributed tracking.
Let ∆Uni be the marginal information utility that camera ci contributes to track on with the






If ∆Uni ≥ 0, then ci joins in Cn and updates its coalition set Φi. At the end of this stage, each
camera broadcasts a member message, mMi (superscript M for ’Member’), that contains Φi
to neighbours.
Bridge identification
Due to the limited communication range, cameras that join in the same coalition may not
form a connected sub-network, however such connectivity is required to achieve conver-
gence in distributed fusion. We therefore design the cameras that are not in the coalition
to identify themselves as bridge cameras based on the reception of messages. A member
camera that receives other member messages confirms with neighbours by broadcasting an
acknowledgement message, mAi (superscript A for ’Acknowledgement’). A camera that is
not in a coalition joins the coalition as a bridge when this camera receives more than one
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member messages and receives less acknowledgement messages than member messages.
The bridge camera broadcasts a bridge message, mBi (superscript B for ’Bridge’), to neigh-
bours, which contains the information from all received member messages. It can happen
that a bridge camera in Cn does not have any prior information for tracking on. We there-
fore initialise the local tracking of the bridge camera using the averaged information that is
received from Cni at the candidate announcement stage.
At the end of the coalition formation, a connected subset of cameras with most accurate infor-
mation to contribute under imperfect link quality is formed for performing distributed tracking.
One example of the message sequence diagram is shown in Fig. 3.2. Note that if the network
bandwidth is sufficient, i.e. lossless and delay-free communication links, only the first and third
stages are required for coalition formation.
Distributed tracking techniques, such as EIWCF [62] can be employed within each formed
coalition if the network connectivity is known. Algorithm 1 shows the distributed tracking per-
formed within the coalition for tracking target on. Any cameras that are not inside Cn but occupy
related information of target on perform local tracking and may join in Cn at a future time step.
Algorithm 1 Distributed tracking algorithm that runs on ci for tracking target on
Input:
Cni : Neighbouring cameras of ci in the coalition for tracking on
zni : Measurement of ci corresponding to target on
Rni : Covariance matrix of zni
K : Iterations of fusion
compute the measurement information ini and Ini (Eq. 2.7)
compute the prior state estimate information yn−i and Y
n−
i (Eq. 2.5)
compute the state estimate information yni and Y
n
i (Eq. 2.8)
prepare the initial terms xn,0i and X
n,0
i using Eq. 2.11 with M = |C
n
i |





for k < K do
receive xn,k−1j and X
n,k−1
j , ∀c j ∈ C
n
i
update xn,kj and X
n,k
j using Eq. 2.12 with C = C
n
i




compute the target state estimate sni and P
n
i based on Eq. 2.4
Output: sni and P
n
i
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.2: Sequence diagram of static-camera coalition formation for tracking one target. (a)
The sequence diagram shows the messaging among static cameras in one time step. (b) The
corresponding scene where four static cameras track target o1 at t. A FoV is coloured by the
target colour when the target is within the FoV.
3.3 Validation
This section validates the proposed framework with simulations. We validate the coalition for-
mation among static cameras in terms of tracking accuracy and communication efficiency, and
compare it with decentralised and centralised schemes.
In order to demonstrate the impacts of the communication-aware refinement stage, we test the
proposed coalition formation strategy in two modes, a partial formation mode (EIWCF-PC), i.e.
coalition candidate announcement and bridge identification, and a full coalition formation pro-
cess (EIWCF-FC) with all three stages. We evaluate the tracking accuracy and communication
cost with varying iterations K and the number of targets N, and compare it with (a) EIWCF with-
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out coalition formation [62] and (b) a decentralised strategy (DECEIF) [116]. DECEIF forms a
coalition of a subset of cameras that can observe a target (viewing cameras) with one camera ag-
gregating the measurements for tracking using EIF. The Centralised Extended Information Filter
(CEIF) is used as a baseline for tracking accuracy comparison [62]. CEIF uses the measurements
from all viewing cameras to estimate the target state. We also perform CEIF using cameras that
are within the coalitions formed by our full coalition formation (CEIF-FC) in order to compare
the converged state estimate within formed coalitions to the averaged state estimate.
We first evaluate the fusion convergence, tracking accuracy with the coalition formation by
increasing iterations K under two types of network. Communication is ideal in this set of ex-
periments, i.e. there is no packet loss/error over a communication link. We then demonstrate
the tracking accuracy achieved by the coalition formation scheme under realistic communication
performance modelling. We quantify the tracking accuracy as the mean tracking error (and its














where sn(t) is the corresponding ground-truth state, N is the number of targets, and T is the whole
experiment duration. ‖Cn(t)‖ means the cardinality of the set Cn(t).
The communication cost is approximated by the number of transmissions assuming that one
packet only contains the information related to one target.
3.3.1 Experiment setup
Let there be 30 cameras with overlapping FoVs monitoring a 100m×100m scene. Each camera
has view angle of 140◦ and is randomly placed in a grid manner at height of 5 m with a top-down
square FoV. Targets move independently within the scene following a non-linear motion model
and measurement model as in [62] (Fig. 3.3(a)). We set the maximum target speed to 2 m/s to
simulate a normal walking speed. We model the measurement covariance to be proportional to
the target-camera distance with an upper-bound Rmax = diag([2 2]).
Two types of network with different network connectivities are used in the experiments.
The Type I network has a smaller connectivity, where not all cameras with overlapping FoVs are
connected (see Fig. 3.3(b)). The Type II network has a larger connectivity where all cameras with
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.3: Experimental setup. (a) Simulated trajectories and observations on the ground plane
of 50 targets for 25 time steps. (b) A Type I network. (c) a Type II network. Each camera is
placed in the centre of a square FoV with grey outline. The connectivity between cameras is
indicated by a blue dashed line.
overlapping FoVs are able to communicate with each other (see Fig. 3.3(c)). We achieve different
connectivities by varying the communication range. The decentralised strategy DECEIF is tested
only with a Type II network as the method assumes that all viewing cameras are neighbours. We
set the parameters for the communication model based on existing experimental studies [145,
103] assuming the use of standard IEEE 802.15.4 protocol. M is set to 0.85 in Eq. 3.6 and the
ρe-related parameters in Eq. 3.2 are set to [b, a, c] = [0.1, 1.5, 0.1]. The neighbourhood traffic
considers mainly the communication load during the distributed tracking phase, which is more
demanding compared to the coalition formation phase. Each camera transmits the same amount
of data (the local estimated information vector and corresponding information matrix) during the
fusion within its coalition at each iteration [62]. The communication load Lki is the same for all
nodes (around 75 bytes). We set ∆T F to 0.1 s for real-time tracking consideration.
3.3.2 Results discussion
Fig. 3.4 shows the results of mean tracking error when tracking 10 and 30 targets with increasing
K with two types of network under ideal communication. Distributed tracking within coalitions
(EIWCF-PC and EIWCF-FC) converges much quicker than EIWCF due to a smaller sub-network
scale. We define the convergence speed as the iteration when the difference of mean tracking
error between two consecutive iterations occurs to be less than 0.1. Without coalition formation,
EIWCF converges at the eighth and seventh iteration with a Type I and a Type II networks,
respectively, while the convergence speeds of EIWCF-FC are three and one under a Type I and a
Type II network, respectively. EIWCF-FC converges after one iteration in a Type II network as
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.4: Mean tracking error with increasing numbers of iterations (K ∈ [1,10]) without packet
error and packet loss. (a, b) Results of tracking 10 targets with a Type I network and a Type II
network, respectively. (c, d) Results of tracking 30 targets with a Type I network and a Type II
network, respectively.
the formed coalitions are fully connected.
Compared to the mean tracking error achieved by DECEIF, partial coalition formation, i.e.
EIWCF-PC, can achieve a smaller tracking error after convergence in a Type II network. This is
because EIWCF-PC includes all cameras with information to contribute to tracking, e.g. current
viewing cameras together with previously viewing cameras while CEIF only involves current
viewing cameras. Interestingly, we also notice that the mean tracking error of EIWCF-FC may
increase as the number of iterations increases. This phenomenon is more apparent when there
are more targets to track in a network with a larger connectivity as shown in Fig. 3.4(d). This is
because more targets and a larger network connectivity lead to high volume of neighbourhood
traffic. The volume of neighbourhood traffic becomes even higher as the number of iterations in-
creases, which makes many cameras quit their candidate coalitions, thus leading to less accurate
tracking. The increasing trend of the mean tracking error achieved by CEIF-FC in Fig. 3.4(d)




Figure 3.5: The number of cameras in a coalition for tracking one target over time in a Type II
network. (a) 15 targets (half of the number of cameras) (b) 30 targets (same to the number of
cameras) and (c) 60 targets (double of the number of cameras).
also explains this phenomenon. EIWCF-FC at the convergence iteration achieves a smaller mean
tracking error than that of DECEIF, as the proposed coalition considers all cameras with infor-
mation that can be contributed to tracking, whereas DECEIF considers only a subset of viewing
cameras.
In the following sets of experiments, we set the iteration number to one in a Type II network.
Fig. 3.5 shows the coalition size for one of the targets over time in a Type II network with 15, 30
and 60 targets. Fig. 3.5 shows the number of viewing cameras (#ViewingCam), the number of
candidate cameras at the first stage (Candidates), the formed coalition size with partial coalition
(EIWCF-PC), the formed coalition size with full coalition (EIWCF-FC) and the formed coalition
size using a decentralised strategy (DECEIF) [116]. The number of candidate cameras is always
larger or equal to the number of viewing cameras as we also include cameras with measurements
at the previous time step. When the target density is low (Fig. 3.5(a)), EIWCF-PC and EIWCF-
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FC include all candidate cameras into the coalitions. As the target density increases, especially in
the middle of the experiments when most targets are intersecting, EIWCF-FC includes only par-
tial candidate cameras due the limited communication performance. The decentralised strategy
forms coalitions with the size smaller than the number of viewing cameras as the method selects
a subset of cameras among the viewing cameras. The average percentage of candidate members
in the coalition formed with EIWCF-FC under the three target densities is 99%, 95% and 72%,
respectively, and the average percentage of viewing cameras in the coalition formed with DE-
CEIF is 90%, 79% and 70%, respectively. The proposed coalition becomes more responsive in
terms of reducing the size of coalitions when the target density is large, e.g. when the number of
targets is double of the number of cameras. With the proposed coalition formation, it can happen
that all cameras quit to join in a coalition for tracking a target and perform only local tracking.
Fig. 3.6 shows the mean tracking error with increasing numbers of targets in a Type II net-
work when the packet loss and packet error are modelled. Note that all centralised methods
including CEIF and CEIF-FC do not consider any link modelling and only serve as baseline
comparisons. EIWCF without coalition formation has much larger mean tracking error com-
pared to other distributed or decentralised methods as shown in Fig. 3.6(a). This is because
without coalition distributed tracking generates a high volume of network traffic. Such large
amount of traffic leads to lossy links at each time step and accumulates tracking errors over time.
Fig. 3.7 shows the mean tracking error when tracking 10 targets over time in a Type II network.
The accumulation of tracking error resulted by EIWCF is clear.
Zoom-in results of mean tracking error without EIWCF is shown in Fig. 3.6(b). In general,
all distributed or decentralised methods generate a larger mean tracking error as the number of
targets increases. The proposed EIWCF-FC for distributed tracking may achieve a slightly worse
tracking accuracy compared to that of the DECEIF method. However this is understandable as
decentralised tracking requires unicast communication, i.e. each camera in the coalition sends
packets to its local centre whereas distributed tracking requires broadcast communication where
all cameras within a coalition communicates with each other. The neighbourhood traffic gener-
ated by distributed tracking is larger than that of decentralised tracking, which make the tracking
accuracy of EIWCF-FC inferior to that of DECEIF. The trade-off is that distributed tracking en-
ables each camera in a coalition with a fused target state estimate while in decentralised tracking
only the local centre has such knowledge.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Mean tracking error in a Type II network with increasing numbers of targets when
the packet error and packet loss are modelled. (a) Results of all methods. (b) Zoom-in results of
all methods without EIWCF.
Figure 3.7: Mean tracking error of all methods over time in a Type II network with 10 targets
when the packet error and packet loss are modelled.
Fig. 3.8 shows the communication cost of the distributed/decentralised methods with increas-
ing numbers of targets in a Type II network (result of one run). The number of transmissions
during the coalition formation and distributed fusion phases is averaged by the number of cam-
eras and experimental time steps. The communication cost of EIWCF-FC with one iteration is
comparable to that of DECEIF, but much smaller than that of EIWCF (see Fig. 3.8(a)). The
communication cost of DECEIF is contributed by the header election, iterative coalition member
selection and measurements aggregation. We further break down the transmissions in EIWCF-
FC into different messages types, i.e. mC (Candidate message), mM (Member message), mA
(Acknowledgement message), mB (Bridge message) and mF (Fusion message). As shown in
Fig. 3.8(b), no bridge message is transmitted as viewing cameras in a Type II network are con-
nected. The number of Fusion messages is similar to that of other types of messages because
only one iteration is performed.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Communication cost with the increasing numbers of targets in a Type II network.
The vertical axis indicates the number of transmissions during coalition formation and tracking
fusion, averaged by the number of cameras and experimental time steps. (a) Communication
cost of distributed and decentralised methods. (b) Transmission break-down of each message
with EIWCF-FC.
3.4 Summary
This Chapter focused on the coalition formation among static cameras prior to target tracking.
We proposed a communication-aware coalition formation scheme prior to distributed tracking to
address limited network bandwidth. With simulations, we demonstrated that the proposed coali-
tion formation supports a larger number of concurrent tracking tasks with a quicker convergence
compared to distributed tracking without coalition formation. With the modelling of packet loss
and packet errors, we demonstrated that the proposed method achieves comparable tracking ac-
curacy and communication cost compared to a decentralised scheme, but enables all cameras
within a coalition with the fused target state estimate.
Chapter 4
Agent assignment and motion control for
active visual tracking
4.1 Overview
This Chapter focuses on autonomous active visual tracking among camera-equipped agents.
Agents move on hearing requests from nearby static cameras and participate in the static-camera
tracking coalitions in their proximity to obtain the states of nearby targets, i.e. positions and
velocities. Each agent performs local target selection with the objective of maximising the pri-
oritised on-target observation time and computes the robotic control with view maintenance and
energy efficiency [C2]. Collision avoidance among agents and targets is not accounted in this
Chapter but is detailed in Chapter 5.
This Chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 describes the proposed local decision-
making and motion control for multi-agent active visual tracking; Subsection 4.2.1 introduces
the proposed criterion for agents to locally select their target to track. Subsection 4.2.2 intro-
duces the energy-efficient controller for active visual tracking. Section 4.3 presents the method
evaluation with simulations; Subsection 4.3.1 evaluates the controller performance in terms of
view maintenance and energy efficiency using different trajectories. Subsection 4.3.2 evaluates
the strategy of agents for local target selection. Finally, Section 4.4 summarises this chapter.
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Figure 4.1: Demonstration for agent local target selection. (a) Example scenario with cases
where multiple agents receive the request to track same target, e.g. agent c1, c2 and c3 receive
the request for target o2, and agents need to select among multiple candidate targets, e.g. agent
c1 needs to select among o1, o2 and o3. (b) The graph representation of (a), with the solid line
indicates the results of the local target selection.
4.2 Proposed method
Static cameras continuously perform distributed tracking on targets and identify those that need
to be actively tracked by agents with tracking priorities. Agents move on demand and perform
target selection when hearing requests from static cameras. Let Λi(t) be the set of candidate
targets that agent ci receives at t. Each agent first independently selects a target among Λi(t) and
then computes its robotic control for actively visual tracking once a target is selected.
4.2.1 Agent target selection
If target on with tracking priority wn is not tracked by an agent, the static cameras that are track-
ing on will send requests to their nearby agents. To avoid redundant transmission of request
messages, only the static camera that is closest to an agent sends a request message for tracking
on, m
n,R
i (superscript R for ’Request’). m
n,R
i contains the estimated target state s
n
i , the tracking
priority wn and the states of other agents that receive the same request. These information is used
by an agent to locally select its target.
Let Cm,Rn be the set of agents that receive the request for tracking on. Each agent inde-
pendently selects a target among Λi based on a criterion that aims to maximise the prioritised
observation on targets while reducing the risk of one target being selected by multiple agents. To
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Figure 4.2: Example of the distance-based cost d̂in for an agent ci to capture two candidate targets
o1 and o2. pin and vin are relative position and velocity between ci and on, respectively.
allow an agent flexibly switch to track a target with a higher tracking priority, we treat the target
that ci is currently tracking as a candidate target during target selection. See example scenario in
Fig. 4.1.
For each on ∈ Λi, agent ci estimates a utility αni that relates to the target priority wn and the






where gni is a cost-efficiency utility that is inversely proportional to the energy cost for an agent
to capture the target. Energy cost is often approximated by the distance between an agent and a
target [98]. In addition to distance, we take into account the relative velocity between an agent








of the agent’s displacement in ∆T time assuming constant relative velocity vin onto the relative
position pin. We choose ∆T = 1 s for simplicity. Each agent obtains the states of candidate targets
from received request messages. One example of the distance-based cost in shown in Fig. 4.2.
In order to combine gni with the tracking priority of the target at a similar scale, we first divide





where d̂max is the maximum request range which is set to rv + rc.
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Figure 4.3: Top-view of an agent ci that performs active visual tracking on a target on. ci locates
at pi facing θi and on locates at pn. din is the distance from the agent to the target and δin is the
deviation angle from the agent heading direction to its target.
Agents that receive the same request may not be able to communicate with each other directly,
which can result in multiple agents selecting the same target to track. Agents should discount the
utility αni for the target with more agents receiving the same request. Let α
n,l












Agents select the target with the highest αn,li to track. However the criterion cannot avoid
multiple agents tracking the same target. Since agents join in distributed tracking with static
cameras, once agents know if there is the presence of other agents tracking the same target, the
agent with the highest information utility continues tracking while the other agents switch to idle.
4.2.2 Motion control for active visual tracking
An agent computes its robotic control vector ui once a target is selected, with the objective of
maintaining its target centred at the FoV while minimising the energy cost. The control vector is
computed by minimising the weighted sum of two cost functions:
ui = argminu (λJ1 +(1−λ )J2) , (4.5)
where J1 is the viewing cost that penalises the deviation of the target position from the FoV
centre. J2 the energy cost that penalises the accelerations/decelerations of the agent’s motion. λ
is the weight assigned to the viewing cost J1. In the case of two objectives, we use the exponential
function to emphasise the penalty on the deviation of each desired criterion [70].
Viewing cost J1 is computed from the distance between the agent and its target, din, and the
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be the ratio of the distance and deviation angle to the FoV centre with respect to the
half view range rv2 and half view angle
φ
2 . We estimate din and δin based on the predicted target
















deviation ratio. The minimum, J1 = 1, is achieved when the target locates at the centre of the
FoV.
Energy cost J2 is computed from the accelerations/decelerations of the agent because ac-
celerations consume more energy and decelerations lead to heat loss. Let ∆vi be the velocity








where vmax+‖vi(t)‖ is the maximum speed difference of an agent between two consecutive time
steps. The minimum, J2 = 1, is achieved when the agent does not change velocity. The cost
increases monotonically up to exp(1) as the difference of velocity increases.
The weight λ lies in range of [0.5 , 1]. λ ≥ 0.5 because the main objective is to maintain the
target centred at the camera’s FoV. The solution of the minimisation lies within a space spanned
by the translational speed v and the rotational speed ω . We solve the problem via brute-force
searching in a discrete space, as the complexity is low and a global optimum can be guaranteed.
When the agent loses its target out of the FoV, the objective is to re-capture the target inside
the camera’s FoV as soon as possible, we therefore set λ = 1 without accounting for energy
efficiency. When the agent has its target inside the FoV, the objective is to maintain the target
centred at the FoV in an energy-efficient manner. The weight λ can be chosen experimentally
for the best trade-off between the decrement of J1 and the increment of J2. We explain in details
the weight tuning procedure and the justification of the cost options in Subsection 4.3.1.
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4.3 Validation
In this section, we firstly investigate the weighting parameter in the proposed controller in order
to optimally set the weight, then justify the choices of the exponential cost with the comparison
to the quadratic cost, and we finally validate the improvement in terms of energy efficiency
and view maintenance with comparison to an optimal controller that only accounts for view
performance and a stable feedback controller. We then validate the agent target selection strategy
in terms of the prioritised observation time on targets and energy efficiency, and compare it with
a local selection strategy only using distance-based criterion and a global agent-target assignment
strategy.
4.3.1 Evaluation of motion controller
The proposed controller minimises a weighted sum of two cost functions whose weight setting
influences the controller behaviours. With synthetic trajectories and trajectories that are extracted
from people, we investigate the trade-off between the two costs at different λ , i.e. the weight
assigned to view cost J1, in order to find the most cost-efficient setting.
We define the cost efficiency, ηλ , as the ratio of the cost reduction of average view cost with
λ ∈ [0.6, 1] compared to the one with λ = 0.5 to the increment of average energy cost with
λ ∈ [0.6, 1] compared to the one with λ = 0.5:
ηλ =
∣∣J̄1,λ − J̄1,0.5∣∣∣∣J̄2,λ − J̄2,0.5∣∣ , (4.8)
where J̄1,λ (J̄2,λ ) is the view cost (energy cost) averaged by the experiment time and the number
of trajectories with a certain λ .
With the most cost-efficient λ , we then evaluate the view performance and energy cost with
the proposed controller, and compare it with controllers that only considers view performance,
i.e. one optimal controller [137] and one feedback controller [73].
Experiment setup
The synthetic trajectories consist of three sets of trajectories with variations in either direction or
speed by adding noises to a speed at 1 m/s. The first set of trajectories (Set I) has targets moving
at constant speed but with time-varying direction that is achieved by adding bounded Gaussian
noises to the current direction. The second set of trajectories (Set II) has targets moving at a












Figure 4.4: Four sets of trajectories and their corresponding cost responses and efficiency with
varying λ . Left column are the trajectories with black squares indicating the starting positions of
targets and the colour along the each trajectory indicating the speed. Middle column shows the
cost responses of J1 and J2 with increasing λ that are averaged over the number of targets and
time steps. Right column shows the cost efficiency (defined in Eq. 4.8) that are normalised by
the maximum value among the tested λ values.
fixed direction with the time-varying speed that is achieved by adding bounded Gaussian noises
to the constant speed. The third set of trajectories (Set III) has targets moving with both time-
varying direction and time-varying speed. Each set consists of 50 trajectories that last 40 time
steps. Since the initial position of each trajectory does not affect the controller behaviours, we
align the starting position of each trajectory in circle for the ease of visualisation. The final set of
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Cost comparison between the proposed controller and an optimal controller (opti-
malV) and a feedback controller (feedback) that only consider view maintenance. (a) Results of
view cost (J1). (b) Results of energy cost (J2).
trajectories (Set IV) consists of 10 real people trajectories with 60 s duration extracted from the
PETS2009 S2L1 sequence with provided camera calibration1. The maximum target speed in all
four sets of trajectories is 2 m/s. The left column of Fig. 4.4 shows the ground-plane trajectories
with the colour indicating the speed of a target.
The robotic platform follows a differential-drive kinematic model with the maximum speed
of 3 m/s (larger than the target speed to ensure successful capture) and maximum angular speed
of π rad/s. The agent is initialised with the target centred at its FoV. Agents update their controls
every second and executes the control at the frequency of 10 Hz. The camera equipped on the
robotic platform has a sector-shaped FoV to simulate the side view. The FoV has a view angle of
90◦ and view range of 5 m.
Results discussion
Fig. 4.4 shows the cost responses and the cost efficiency (normalised by the maximum cost
efficiency value) with different λ , where the results of cost responses are in the middle column
and the cost efficiency are in the right column, respectively. The results are averaged over the
number of trajectories in each set and the time steps. In general the cost efficiency with four
sets of trajectories follows a consistent decreasing trend as λ increases, and λ = 0.6 gives the
best cost efficiency. In addition, we find that trajectories with various speeds (Set I) lead to more
energy cost compared to the one resulted from targets with various directions (Set II).
Fig. 4.5 shows the comparison between the proposed controller, the optimal controller and
1http://www.cvg.reading.ac.uk/PETS2009. Last accessed: 07/08/2017
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Figure 4.6: View deviation ratio with the quadratic cost and the exponential cost in the case of
λ = 0.5 using four sets of trajectories.
the feedback controller with the four sets of trajectories. Fig. 4.5(a) and (b) show the view cost
and energy cost, respectively, averaged over time and the number of targets. We can see the
proposed controller has slightly higher view cost compared to the optimal controller with the
gain in reduced energy cost with all four sets of trajectories. The feedback controller can achieve
equivalent energy cost compared to the proposed controller with slightly lower view cost with
the synthetic trajectories, however its view cost with the real people trajectories is higher with a
large variance. The feedback controller computes the control of an agent only based on the error
between its current position to its desired position. When the tracked target has sudden velocity
changes as in Set IV, the feedback controller may not be able to react promptly and therefore lead
to a worse view performance.
Fig. 4.6 shows the view deviation ratio (defined in Eq. 4.6) with the quadratic cost and ex-
ponential cost using four sets of trajectories. The weight of each cost function is set equally,
i.e. λ = 0.5. With the account of energy cost function, the view cost in the exponential form
penalises more when the deviation to the desired view is large, and therefore keeps the view
deviation smaller compared to that obtained by the quadratic cost function.
4.3.2 Evaluation of local target selection
We finally evaluate the proposed local target selection criterion performed independently by each
agent (Dis-U) in terms of on-target prioritised observation time and energy consumption, and
compare it with (i) a centralised assignment using Hungarian algorithm (Cen-U) and (ii) a local
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target selection strategy that only accounts for the distance cost [98] (Dis-D). The centralised
assignment serves as a performance upper bound using knowledge of all agents and targets. The
centralised strategy updates the assignment at each time step by computing the generic utility for
each agent selecting each candidate target, i.e. αni .
The observation performance is quantified by the prioritised observation ratio, which is the











where N the number of targets, bn(t) is a binary value indicating whether on is observed by
its agent at t, W = ∑Nn=1 wn and T is the experimental time. Targets with higher priority being
observed longer will lead to a larger prioritised observation ratio.
The energy consumption is computed as [78] and takes into account both kinetic energy
and the energy to overcome surface friction. The two energy components are normalised by
their maximum consumption independently in order to remove the impacts of physical properties
on the results, such as the mass of the platform and the coefficient of friction. Let Ei(t) be
the normalised energy consumed by agent ci at t, we quantify the energy consumption as the











where N is the number of targets, T is the experimental time and |Cm| is the number of agents.
Experiment setup
Two simulated scenarios are tested with static cameras that are placed according to the real de-
ployment in a campus square and a public square. Scenario I is a 30 m×30 m campus square
with six static cameras deployed to cover the entrance of shops or buildings (Fig. 4.7(a)), and
Scenario II is a 100 m×100 m public square with 15 static cameras deployed to cover the traffics
and surroundings of buildings (Fig. 4.7(b)). For both scenarios, the view angle of cameras is set
as θ = 0.5π rad. We set the view range rv = 15 m and the communication range rc = 20 m for
scenario I, and rv = 30 m and rc = 40 m for scenario II.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Two tested scenarios. Dashed lines indicate whether cameras can communicate (one
hop) with each other. (a) Scenario I with six static cameras in a campus square. (b) Scenario II
with 15 static cameras in a public square.
Agents are homogeneous, i.e. with the identical shape, sensor modelling and kinematic
model, and move freely in the square without the consideration of collision avoidance among
other agents and targets. Each agent follows a car-like model with the velocity constraint as
vmax = [3 m/s, π rad/s]. The kinematic model of each target is x = f (x, ẋ, ẍ) with ẍ follow-
ing a zero-mean bivariate Gaussian distribution of the covariance matrix diag([0.3 0.3]). The
maximum target speed is set to 2 m/s, which is slower than agents in order to guarantee the
capture. We initialise the target tracking priority randomly following a uniform distribution and
keep the priority constant throughout the experiments. Agents obtain target states by joining in
the tracking coalitions with their neighbouring static cameras assuming lossless links without
delay, and move with the proposed controller with the cost-efficient setting, i.e. λ = 0.6. We
initialise the location of agents using a uniform distribution. Results shown below are averaged
over 50 independent runs.
Results discussion
We test the performance with the increasing numbers of agents under two scenarios for actively
tracking five targets with different priorities. Fig. 4.8 (a, b) show the prioritised observation ratio
under scenario I and scenario II, respectively. The prioritised observation ratio achieved by the
proposed local selection (Dis-U) saturates when the number of agents equals to the number of
targets under scenario I, and saturation under scenario II occurs at more agents, i.e. eight agents.
This is because in a smaller area (Scenario I) each target is more likely to be tracked by an agent
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(c) (d)
Figure 4.8: The prioritised observation ratio and normalised energy cost with increasing numbers
of agents, achieved with the proposed local selection utility (Dis-U), the centralised assignment
(Cen-U) and the distance-based selection (Dis-D). (a, b) The prioritised observation ratio under
scenario I and scenario II, respectively. (c, d) The normalised energy cost under scenario I and
scenario II, respectively.
with neighbourhood communication, while in a larger area (Scenario II) more agents are required
due to the limited communication range.
The prioritised observation ratio achieved with Dis-U can approach, but not exceed that with
the centralised assignment (Cen-U) when there are less agents than targets. The prioritised ob-
servation ratio achieved with Cen-U saturates when there are the same number of agents and
targets under both scenarios. However we notice that the prioritised observation ratio achieved
by Cen-U may deteriorate as the number of agents increases in a smaller scene (see Fig. 4.8(a)).
This is because Cen-U updates the assignment at each time step and results in switching between
agents for tracking one target when there are redundant agents. The switching may cause tem-
porary target loss and further lead to reduced prioritised observation ratio and increased energy
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cost (Fig. 4.8 (c)). The proposed Dis-U achieves a higher prioritised observation ratio, com-
pared to only distance-based selection (Dis-D) under both scenarios with almost the same energy
consumption. Dis-D accounts only distance, which makes the agent-target assignment sensitive
to scene dynamics, while the proposed Dis-U improves the prioritised on-target observation by
accounting for the relative agent-target velocity and tracking priority.
4.4 Summary
This Chapter focused on agent local decision making on target selection and motion control
for energy-efficient active visual tracking. Agents move on request with a local target selec-
tion strategy using limited scene knowledge. The prioritised on-target observation time ap-
proaches the centralised assignment with increasing numbers of agents without using a global
scene knowledge and achieves a higher prioritised observation time compared to the distance-
based assignment without consuming more energy. With the real people trajectories, the pro-
posed energy-efficient motion controller reduces the energy consumption by 10% with a little
compensation (3%) in the view maintenance, compared to the controller that only accounts for
view maintenance.
Chapter 5
Multi-agent active visual tracking with
collision avoidance
5.1 Overview
Chapter 3 introduced the coalition formation among static cameras for tracking targets and the
strategy for agents to independently select and navigate towards their target without the consid-
eration of collision avoidance [C4]. This Chapter introduces how an agent avoids nearby agents
and targets during active visual tracking. This Chapter assumes that static camera coalition for-
mation and agent-target assignment is done, i.e. static cameras know their coalitions and agents
know which target to actively track at each time step.
The proposed method is based on the ORCA method and further addresses view maintenance
during collision avoidance manoeuvres. We approach view maintenance from two aspects, i.e.
an adaptive pair-wise responsibility sharing algorithm and a heading-aware robotic control map-
ping algorithm. Original ORCA makes each agent to share equal responsibility with another
agent when avoiding each other. We adapt this pair-wise responsibility such that the agent with
a higher chance of losing its target out of the camera’s FoV can share less responsibility for
collision avoidance. ORCA computes a collision-free velocity that needs to be further mapped
to a feasible robotic control according to the agent’s kinematics. Existing control mapping al-
gorithms only aim to achieve the collision-free velocity at each time without accounting for the
agent heading direction [127, 128, 5]. This can cause unnecessary target loss when an agent
needs to move backward due to either collision avoidance manoeuvres or target moving back-
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wards. The heading-aware robotic control mapping algorithm is therefore proposed to minimise
the deviation angle from the agent heading to its target in a smooth manner.
This Chapter is organised as follows. Subsection 5.2.1 introduces the ORCA method, fol-
lowed by the adaptive pair-wise responsibility sharing algorithm in Subsection 5.2.2 and the
heading-aware robotic control mapping algorithm in Subsection 5.2.3. Section 5.3 validates the
proposed method via simulations using both real people trajectories extracted from publicly avail-
able datasets and simulated trajectories using ORCA. Finally conclusion is drawn in Section 5.4.
5.2 Proposed method
At each time step, each agent is aware of the states of itself, nearby targets and agents after
jointly tracking with nearby static-camera coalitions. Each agent first computes its preferred
velocity without considering the kinematic constraints and exchanges its preferred velocity with
neighbouring agents. Each agent then derives the pair-wise velocity constraints induced by each
of their neighbouring agents and targets using ORCA with adaptive responsibility sharing. The
new collision-free velocity should satisfy all derived velocity constraints and is the closest to
the preferred velocity of each agent. The agent finally maps the new collision-free velocity to a
feasible robotic control using the proposed heading-aware robotic control mapping algorithm. In
this thesis, targets move as they wish without taking actions to avoid agents1. Therefore agents
avoid targets as passively moving obstacles. We omit t from here to simplify the notation.
5.2.1 Computation of reciprocal collision-avoiding velocities
With the positions and velocities of agent itself and its target, each agent first computes the
preferred velocity, i.e. the velocity that the agent would move at as if there were no obstacles in
its way. Let v∗i be the preferred velocity of agent ci.
Given that ci locates at pi and its target on locates at pn moving at velocity vn, we can compute
v∗i using a proportional controller:
v∗i = ein max(min(KP (din−d∗in) , vmax) ,−vmax) , (5.1)
where d∗in is the desired agent-target distance and KP > 0 is the coefficient of the proportional
1While this thesis assumes that targets do not react to agents, targets (people) may react to agents in
reality for social comforts. Further reading refers to [69]
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Figure 5.1: Optimal reciprocal collision-avoiding velocities. (a) Agent ci and c j with radius r
at pi and p j with their preferred velocity v∗i and v∗j (indicated by blue arrows), respectively. (b)
Grey shadow area (Aτi, j(0)) indicates the relative velocities of ci that are collision-avoiding to c j
in τ time steps. ui, j is the minimal velocity for the relative velocity of ci to c j, v∗i, j, to get out of
the velocity obstacle (Oτi, j(0)) and ni, j is the outward normal at v∗i, j +ui, j. (c) Grey shadow area
indicates the velocities of ci that are optimal reciprocal collision-avoiding to c j in τ time steps
(A∗,τi, j of ci) when ci shares ai, j responsibility to avoid c j.
term. din is the distance between the agent position pi and the predicted target position p̃n in ∆T
time which is estimated using the current target velocity, i.e. p̃n = pn +vn∆T . We set ∆T = 1 s
for simplicity and the value of KP is set to 1 in experiments for smooth motion. ein is a unit
vector that indicates the direction from pi towards p̃n. The min-max operation constrains the
agent’s speed within the speed limit vmax.
Original ORCA paradigm assumes that each agent is able to infer the preferred velocities of
other agents, which may not be practical when each agent is actively tracking a moving target,
i.e. the preferred velocity is time-varying and unpredictable. We allow each agent to explicitly
exchange its preferred velocity with neighbouring agents assuming that the range for collision
avoidance is smaller than the communication range. As for targets, each agent takes the current
velocity of a nearby target as the preferred velocity of that target.
With knowledge of the shapes, positions and velocities of nearby agents and targets, together
with their preferred velocities, each agent can derive the pair-wise velocity constraint induced
by each nearby agent and target. Let us consider a pair of agents ci and c j at position pi and
p j, respectively, aiming to achieve their preferred velocity v∗i and v∗j , respectively (Fig. 5.1(a)).
In order to derive the set of collision-avoiding velocities of ci with respect to c j, we first derive
the Velocity Obstacle (VO) induced by c j, i.e. the set of velocities of agent ci that can lead to a
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collision with c j in a time horizon τ [43]. The relative velocity space of ci is considered to derive
VO as shown in Fig. 5.1(b).
In the relative velocity space of ci, the preferred velocity of ci becomes v∗i, j = v∗i −v∗j and the
preferred velocity of c j becomes 0. Let Oτi, j(0) be the VO of ci induced by c j assuming c j moves
at its preferred velocity, i.e. 0, in the relative velocity space:
Oτi, j(0) = {v | ‖tv‖>
∥∥pi j−2r∥∥ , t ∈ [0,τ]}, (5.2)
where pi j = p j−pi is the relative position of c j with respect to ci.
The set of collision-avoiding relative velocities for ci to avoid c j in τ time horizon, Aτi, j(0),
can be therefore represented as:
Aτi, j(0) = {v | v /∈Oτi, j(0)}. (5.3)
Reciprocal collision avoidance occurs when ci and c j choose to move at vi ∈ Aτi, j(v j) and
v j ∈ Aτj,i(vi), respectively [12]. ORCA defines the set of velocities that is not only reciprocal
collision-avoiding but also the closest to the preferred velocity of each agent.
When v∗i, j lies within the VO as shown in Fig. 5.1(b), ORCA aims to shift v∗i, j out of the
VO with a minimal effort that is contributed by both agents. Let ui, j be the vector starting from
v∗i, j to the closest point at the boundary of the VO (see Fig. 5.1(b)). ui, j is the minimal relative
velocity changes between ci and c j to avoid collisions within τ . ni, j is the outward plane normal
at v∗i, j +ui, j.
Each agent shares a partial responsibility for collision avoidance. Let ai, j and a j,i be the re-
sponsibility ci and c j take to avoid each other, respectively, and ai, j +a j,i = 1. The responsibility
ai, j indicates that how much ci will compensate ui, j in order to shift v∗i, j out of the VO.
The set of optimal reciprocal collision-avoiding velocity for ci to avoid c j in τ time steps is
defined as:
A∗,τi, j = {v | v− (v
∗
i +ai, jui, j) ·ni, j 6 0}. (5.4)
A∗,τi, j are the velocities that lie in the half-plane (the plane in grey shadow in Fig. 5.1(c)) in the
direction of ni, j, after shifting the VO by v∗i +ai, jui, j. In the same way, we can construct the set
of collision-avoiding velocities of c j induced by ci, i.e. A∗,τj,i .
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Each agent avoids targets as passively moving obstacles in this thesis by setting the respon-
sibility for avoiding a target to 1. Let A∗,τi,n be the set of velocities of ci that are collision-
avoiding to a target on in τ time steps. Each agent ci estimates the pair-wise A∗,τi, j , ∀c j ∈ C
A
i ,
and A∗,τi,n , ∀on ∈ ΛAi , where C
A
i refers to the set of agents within the avoidance range of ci and
similarly, ΛAi is the set of targets that are within the collision avoidance range (superscript A is
short for Avoidance).
Let Vi be the set of velocities that are accessible under the speed/acceleration limits. The
final set of accessible velocities of ci that are collision-avoiding to all agents and targets in its










Note that the collision avoidance manoeuvre for the target that an agent is tracking, can dete-
riorate the viewing performance of the agent. We therefore exclude the target being tracked by
agent ci from ΛAi unless this target is considered to be ‘too close’ to the agent. We set the collision
avoidance range for the target being actively tracked by an agent to half of the preferred distance
in this thesis. Each agent ci finally computes a new collision-avoiding velocity vAi (superscript A
is short for Avoidance) that lies within A∗,τi and is the closest to its preferred velocity.
Note that when the neighbouring agents or targets are densely around an agent, the agent may
have no accessible collision-avoiding velocity, i.e. A∗,τi = ∅ (an empty-set case). ORCA handles
the empty-set cases by allowing the agent to intrude the half-plane velocity constraints with a
small vector until there is one accessible collision-avoiding velocity [12]. The resulted velocities
of agents depend on their neighbouring agents rather than their preferred velocity. Collision
avoidance is also not guaranteed as the velocity constraint is adjusted only for one agent, instead
of for a pair of agents. This can lead to potential collisions when the other agent is close to the
agent. [C3] addresses the empty-set cases by preventing the occurrences of the empty sets with
the intuitive that an agent with a smaller set of accessible collision-avoiding velocities should
take less responsibility when avoiding another agent. This thesis does not focus on addressing
the empty-set cases and adopts the strategy in [12].
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Figure 5.2: Agent ci is actively tracking on and agent c j is actively tracking on′ . For each agent,
the black arrow indicates the current velocity, the blue arrow indicates the preferred velocity and
the grey arrow indicates the difference between the current velocity and the preferred velocity.
5.2.2 Adaptive pair-wise responsibility sharing
Each agent shares equal responsibility with another agent when deriving the pair-wise velocity
constraint, i.e. ai, j = a j,i = 0.5, in majority of the ORCA literature [12, 128, 5, 7, 11]. However,
the choice of the pair-wise responsibility influences the number and distribution of accessible
collision-avoiding velocities between a pair of agents. The pair-wise responsibility has been
exploited to assign right of way in crowd simulations [29] and reducing the occurrences of empty-
set cases in densely-intersecting multi-agent scenarios [C3]. As agents aim to maintain their
target within the FoV of their on-board camera, it is preferable to assign less responsibility to an
agent with a higher risk of losing its target, so that the agent can have more chances to move at
its preferred velocity, i.e. the velocity that maintains its target centred at the FoV.
When a target moves away from the desired position within its agent’s FoV, the preferred
velocity of the agent (computed using Eq. 5.1) will differ more from its current velocity (see
Fig. 5.2). Let ∆v∗i be the difference between the preferred velocity v∗i and the current velocity vi.
We can estimate the risk level, qi, of ci losing its target based on ∆v∗i :
qi = exp(|∆v∗i |) . (5.6)
The exponential function is applied to |∆v∗i | in order to maintain qi > 0 and to aggravate the risk
level as the velocity difference increases.
The responsibility that ci shares with c j, i.e. ai, j, depends on how qi is variant to q j. The
variance is opposite to the concept of fairness which quantifies how alike two values are. We
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Figure 5.3: An agent locating at pi has a collision-avoiding velocity vAi to achieve, where pAi is
the resulted temporary goal position to reach in the next second with velocity vAi . ϕAi is the angle
from agent current heading direction to position pAi . The agent can achieve vAi with two options.
Option 1: the agent moves backward with the complement of ϕAi to the left-hand side; Option 2:
the agent moves forward with ϕAi to the right-hand side.
adopt the Jain’s fairness measure [55] to compute ai, j as the measure provides a continuous and






where ρi j ∈ [0.5, 1] with 0.5 representing the least fair and 1 representing the most fair. We
finally compute ai, j as:
ai, j =
ρi j−0.5 qi > q j1.5−ρi j qi 6 q j (5.8)
The responsibility a j,i for c j to avoid ci is computed in the same way. The proposed adaptive
algorithm guarantees that ai, j +a j,i = 1.
5.2.3 Heading-aware robotic control mapping
The collision-avoiding velocity vAi is computed without considering the agent’s kinematic con-
straints that needs to be further mapped to a feasible robotic control. vAi sets a temporary goal
position for ci to reach in the next second, i.e. pAi = pi + vAi . Feedback-based controllers are
commonly used to compute the robotic control vector ui to reach the temporary goal position at
each time step [127, 128, 6, 5]. The feedback controller takes as input the distance error, di,e,
between pi and pAi and the angle error, ϕi,e, from current agent heading to pAi .
We employ the controller proposed in [73] for its proven stability. Given the distance error
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Figure 5.4: Agent ci locates at pi and aims to achieve its collision-free velocity vAi . The agent
will lose its target out of its FoV if Option 2 is selected whereas Option 1 maintains its target
within its FoV.
di,e and angular error ϕi,e, the control is computed as:
vi = κ1di,e cos(ϕi,e)
ωi = κ1di,e sin(ϕi,e)cos(ϕi,e)+κ2ϕi,e, (5.9)
where κ1 and κ2 are two parameters for the feedback controller that affect the agility of motion.
κ1 and κ2 can be tuned experimentally. We set κ1 = 1 and κ2 = 3 for smooth motion.
The sign of di,e can be either positive or negative. Positive di,e leads to a forward movement,
while negative di,e leads to a backward movement. As shown in Fig. 5.3, an agent has two options
to reach its temporary goal position. The agent can either move forward while turning ϕAi to the
right side of the agent, or move backward while turning the complement angle of ϕAi to the left
side of the agent. ϕAi ∈ (−π, π] is the angle from agent heading direction to pAi . Both options
achieve the same vAi but may result in different deviation angles from the agent heading direction
to its target position.
In navigation applications, the sign of di,e is set to be positive [6, 127] (the second option
shown in Fig. 5.3) and this can cause unnecessary target loss as shown in Fig. 5.4.
We aim to minimise the deviation angle from the agent heading to its target by properly
setting the sign of di,e. Let d+i,e and ϕ
+
i,e be the distance error and the angular error of a forward
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Correspondingly, d−i,e and ϕ
−


























be the robotic control vector for a backward movement.
Let ∆δin be the difference of the deviation angle from the agent heading to its target between





where ∆T is the time between two consecutive time steps.
Let ∆δ+in and ∆δ
−
in be the difference of the deviation angle resulted by the forward movement
and backward movement, respectively. The resulted deviation angle at next time step, i.e. in ∆T
time, can then be computed as:
δin(∆T ) = δin +∆δin. (5.13)
Let δ+in (∆T ) and δ
−
in (∆T ) be the deviation angle in ∆T time resulted from the forward and back-
ward movement, respectively.
As the objective of active visual tracking is to maintain the target in front of the agent, i.e.
δin = 0, one can simply select the movement direction (forward or backward) that leads to a
smaller |δin(∆T )|. However, an agent can encounter oscillations due to continuous sign swapping
when the target is positioned orthogonal to the collision-avoiding velocity vAi (see Fig. 5.5). In
order to avoid such undesired oscillations and to achieve smooth motion, |∆δin| can be instead
used as the criterion for selecting the movement direction.
However, selecting a smaller |∆δin| can not guarantee the agent always heading towards its
target. We therefore design the robotic control mapping algorithm that combines the two crite-
ria and aims to achieve smooth motion while maintaining the agent heading towards its target.
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Algorithm 2 Heading-aware robotic control mapping algorithm that is run on each agent ci for
actively visual tracking its target on
Input:
vAi : Collision-free velocity of ci for tracking on



























Compute ∆δ+in and ∆δ
−
in (Eq. 5.12)
Compute δ+in (∆T ) and δ
−
in (∆T ) ( Eq. 5.13)
if
∣∣∆δ+in ∣∣≤ ∣∣∆δ−in ∣∣ then
ui = u+i
δin(∆T ) = δ+in (∆T )
else
ui = u−i
δin(∆T ) = δ−in (∆T )
end if
if |δin(∆T )|> π2 then
if
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Figure 5.5: Illustration for agent’s oscillating behaviours when the unit vector from agent ci to
its target on, ein, is almost orthogonal to the collision-free velocity vAi .
The algorithm first compares
∣∣∆δ+in ∣∣ and ∣∣∆δ−in ∣∣ and selects a candidate movement direction that
leads to a smaller deviation angle difference in ∆T . The algorithm then checks if the candidate
movement direction results in a deviation angle, |δin(∆T )|, that is larger than π2 , i.e. the agent
heading opposite to its target. If yes, the movement direction is selected as the one resulting in
a smaller |δin(∆T )|. Otherwise, the candidate movement direction becomes the final movement
direction. The robotic control vector is computed accordingly based on the movement direction.
Algorithm 2 shows the details of the proposed heading-aware robotic control mapping algorithm.
5.3 Validation
This section validates the proposed method in terms of its view maintenance improvements via
simulations. The proposed adaptive pair-wise responsibility sharing and heading-ware robotic
control mapping algorithms (Proposed) is compared with the method that applies ORCA to
differential-drive agents (ORCA-DD) [128], ORCA-DD with the proposed adaptive responsibil-
ity (ORCA-DD-AR) and ORCA-DD with the proposed heading-aware control mapping (ORCA-
DD-HC). All methods are developed on top of the publicly available C++ library RVO22 (the
implementation of [12]).
5.3.1 Experiment setup
Three scenarios without static obstacles are tested; Scenario I is a 30m × 30m square area with
real people trajectories extracted from the PETS2009 dataset3. The trajectories of 10 people
2http://gamma.cs.unc.edu/RVO2. Last accessed: 30/08/2017
3http://www.cvg.reading.ac.uk/PETS2009. Last accessed: 30/08/2017
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.6: Trajectories of targets in three tested scenarios. Each target index (number in black)
indicates the starting position of each target. All targets are indicated as a filled red circle with a
radius of 0.3 m. The intensity of the red channel of each agent increases over time to distinguish
the target positions at different time steps. (a) Scenario I with 10 trajectories of 60 s duration
extracted from the PETS2009 S2L1 sequence. (b) Scenario II with 7 trajectories of 16 s duration
extracted from the ETH2009 Walking Pedestrian Hotel sequence. (c) One setting of Scenarios
III with six trajectories simulated using ORCA at a preferred speed of 1 m/s.
of 60 s duration is extracted from the S2L1 sequence. This sequence is chosen as it contains
trajectories of people walking in a campus with various patterns, such as meeting from different
positions, walking in pairs and walking back and forth (Fig. 5.6 (a)).
Scenario II is a 20m × 20m square area with real people trajectories extracted from the ETH
Walking Pedestrian dataset4. We extract the trajectories of seven people of 16 s duration from the
Hotel sequence. This sequence contains the trajectories of two groups of pedestrians intersecting
with each other while moving at the opposite direction (Fig. 5.6 (b)).
The trajectories of the two above mentioned scenarios are extracted from the video sequence
captured by a monocular camera. Some part of scene is not covered by the FoV of the camera.
The positions of targets that do not enter the FoV in the beginning or exit the FoV earlier are
interpolated with the last known position and velocity.
Scenario III is a 22m × 22m square area with simulated trajectories that are generated using
ORCA [12]. Each simulated target is initialised on a circle and navigates towards its goal position
which is set at the target’s facing direction with a distance of 16m. The preferred speed of each
target is set to 1 m/s. The number of targets in Scenario III varies from two to ten. An example
scenario with six targets is shown in Fig. 5.6 (c).
Targets and agents are all modelled a circle of radius 0.3 m. The radius is enlarged to 0.6 m
4http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/en/datasets. Last accessed: 30/08/2017
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when deriving the velocity constraints with ORCA, in order to compensate the trajectory tracking
error [128]. In all scenarios, agents follow a differential-drive kinematic model. The state of an


















where the camera heading direction θi at any t is within (−π, π]. Each agent has a maximum
speed vmax = 2m/s, which is set to be larger than the speed of a target in order to guarantee the
capture of the target within the camera’s FoV. All targets are initialised at the agent’s heading
direction at the desired agent-target distance that is set to 2 m.
We use the ground-truth states of targets and agents without considering inaccuracy in the
state estimation in the following experiments. More specifically, each agent knows the states of
targets and agents within its avoidance range and knows the state of its own target at all time.
Setting the avoidance range too large makes each agent to account more agents and targets
for collision avoidance, which leads to a higher chance of empty-set cases. It is also undesirable
to set the avoidance range too small because agents may not have enough space for collision-free
manoeuvre due to late aversion. We set the agent avoidance range to 2vmax as it is the worst case
for a collision between a pair of agents in one second.
Similar trade-off exists when setting the time horizon τ [11]. A larger τ allows for earlier
aversion but sets more strict velocity constraints which can lead to empty-set cases. A smaller
τ allows agents to have more time moving at their preferred velocity, which can be problematic
when their target intersects with each other and leaves little room for collision-free manoeuvre.
We set τ = 3 for its moderate collision avoidance performance in all settings.
The on-board camera is assumed with a viewing angle φ = 90◦. The view maintenance
performance is decomposed into two aspects: the maintenance of deviation angle from the agent
heading to its target and the maintenance of agent-target distance at the desired distance.
The deviation angle maintenance is measured by the ratio of time when the deviation angle
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.7: View maintenance performance of each agent. (a) The deviation angle maintenance
ratio in Scenario I. (b) The distance maintenance ratio in Scenario I. (c) The deviation angle
maintenance ratio in Scenario II. (d) The distance maintenance ratio in Scenario II.








where T is the experimental time steps. The distance maintenance measure is the ratio of time
when the distance error between the agent-target distance and the desired distance is smaller than
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: Results of the view maintenance performance over time of agent 6 in Scenario I. (a)
Results of the deviation angle. (b) Results of the distance error.
5.3.2 Results discussion
Fig. 5.7 shows the view maintenance performance on each target in Scenario I and Scenario II.
In general, the proposed adaptive responsibility sharing (ORCA-DD-AR) has the advantage over
ORCA-DD in either maintaining deviation angle or agent-target distance. For example, in the
case of target 3 in Scenario I, ORCA-DD-AR achieves a higher deviation angle maintenance ratio
but a lower distance maintenance ratio compared to that achieved by ORCA-DD. Same behaviour
is observed in Scenario II as well, e.g. target 1. The proposed heading-aware robotic control
mapping algorithm shows the advantage in maintaining the agent heading towards its target for
all targets in Scenario I and most targets in Scenario II. This is because the control mapping
algorithm in ORCA-DD and ORCA-DD-AR makes agents only perform forward motion. This
can easily cause the agent to head opposite to its target, i.e. the absolute value of the deviation
angle is larger than 90◦, when the collision-free velocity is backwards or the target moves back
and forth. However ORCA-DD-HC cannot guarantee the advantages for all targets due to the
highly dynamic scene created by multiple agents and targets, e.g. the agent that is actively
tracking target 5 does not achieve a better deviation angle maintenance. When the heading-aware
robotic control mapping algorithm is combined together with adaptive responsibility sharing
(Proposed), the deviation angle maintenance performance can outperform other three methods
for all targets in both Scenario I and Scenario II.
With ORCA-DD, ORCA-DD-AR, ORCA-DD-HC and the proposed method, the deviation
angle maintenance ratio averaged over the number of targets is 0.77, 0.74, 0.92 and 0.94, respec-
tively. The proposed method improves the deviation angle maintenance ratio by 21% compared
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.9: Resulted trajectories of 10 agents with each of them actively tracking a target (in-
dicated as a red filled circle) in Scenario I. Each agent is represented as a green circular shape
with a filled triangular to indicate the agent heading direction. Each agent is following its target
with the same index. The trajectory of an agent is indicated by the green filled triangle (indi-
cating the agent heading) with an increasing intensity of the green channel over time. The grey
circle defines the area within the collision avoidance range of an agent. (a) Resulted trajectories
with ORCA-DD. (b) Resulted trajectories with ORCA-DD-AR. (c) Resulted trajectories with
ORCA-DD-HC. (d) Resulted trajectories with the proposed method.
to that of ORCA-DD in Scenario II. With ORCA-DD, ORCA-DD-AR, ORCA-DD-HC and the
proposed method, the deviation angle maintenance ratio averaged over the number of targets is
0.73, 0.72, 0.92 and 0.93, respectively. The proposed method improves the deviation angle main-
tenance ratio by 27% compared to that of ORCA-DD in Scenario I. The adaptive responsibility
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(c) (d)
Figure 5.10: Resulted trajectories of seven agents with each of them actively tracking a target
(indicated as a red filled circle) in Scenario II. Each agent is represented as a green circle with
a filled triangle to indicate the agent heading direction. Each agent is following its target with
the same index. The trajectory of an agent is indicated by the green filled triangle (indicating the
agent heading) with increasing intensities of the green channel over time. The grey circle defines
the area within the collision avoidance range of an agent. (a) Resulted trajectories with ORCA-
DD. (b) Resulted trajectories with ORCA-DD-AR. (c) Resulted trajectories with ORCA-DD-HC.
(d) Resulted trajectories with the proposed method.
algorithm is not advantageous in deviation angle maintenance while the heading-ware control
mapping has a prominent advantage over ORCA-DD.
We also observe that the improvement on the deviation angle maintenance of Scenario I is
higher than that of Scenario II. This is because trajectories in Scenario II (from ETH Walking
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.11: Averaged view maintenance performance with increasing numbers of targets in
Scenario III. (a) Angle maintenance ratio. (b) Distance maintenance ratio.
Pedestrian dataset) only have forward motion, i.e. people move at their facing direction without
turning back, while trajectories in Scenario I contains also backward motion, i.e. people initially
move at their facing direction and turn back afterwards. Such backward target motion can cause
agents to move backward and potentially lose their target out of the FoV using ORCA-DD.
The proposed heading-ware control mapping algorithm helps agents to move backward without
heading opposite to their target.
Although the proposed method shows the advantage in maintaining deviation angle, it may
come at the cost of a reduced distance maintenance performance, e.g. the case of agent 6 in
Scenario I, as shown in Fig. 5.7(b). An agent with ORCA-DD can maintain the target at the de-
sired distance but with the agent heading completely opposite to its target. Instead, the proposed
heading-aware control algorithm forces the agent to head towards its target, which can cause
an agent deviate from its desired agent-target distance due to the adjustments of agent heading.
Fig. 5.8 shows the viewing maintenance performance of agent 6 in Scenario I over time. Agent 6
achieves a higher deviation angle maintenance ratio but a lower distance maintenance ratio using
the proposed method, compared to that of ORCA-DD.
On average, the distance maintenance ratio achieved by ORCA-DD, ORCA-DD-AR, ORCA-
DD-HC and the proposed method in Scenario I are 0.95, 0.96, 0.97 and 0.98, respectively. In
Scenario II, the distance maintenance ratio achieved by ORCA-DD, ORCA-DD-AR, ORCA-
DD-HC and the proposed method are 0.92, 0.93, 0.90 and 0.95, respectively. The adaptive
responsibility algorithm achieves a slightly better distance maintenance performance in two sce-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.12: Resulted trajectories of three agents with each of them actively tracking a target
(indicated as a red filled circle) in Scenario III. Each agent is represented as a green circular shape
with a filled triangular to indicate the agent heading direction. The agent is following its target
with the same index. The trajectory of an agent is indicated by the green filled triangle (indicating
the agent heading) with an increasing intensity of the green channel over time. The grey circle
defines the area within the collision avoidance range of an agent. (a) Resulted trajectories with
ORCA-DD. (b) Resulted trajectories with ORCA-DD-AR. (c) Resulted trajectories with ORCA-
DD-HC. (d) Resulted trajectories with the proposed method.
narios compare to that of ORCA-DD while the heading-aware control mapping algorithm does
not show an obvious advantage over ORCA-DD. When both the adaptive responsibility algo-
rithm and heading-aware control mapping algorithm are applied, a better distance maintenance
performance can be achieved in both scenarios.
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Fig. 5.9 shows the trajectories of all agents in Scenario I resulted from ORCA-DD (top
left), ORCA-DD-AR (top right), ORCA-DD-HC (bottom left) and the proposed method (bot-
tom right). At the end of the experiments, there are agents with ORCA-DD and ORCA-DD-AR
(Fig. 5.9(a, b)) heading opposite to their target while the proposed heading-aware control map-
ping algorithm method (Fig. 5.9(c, d)) successfully maintains agents heading towards their target.
Similar behaviours in terms of agent heading exist in Scenario II as well as shown in Fig. 5.10.
Fig. 5.11 shows the results of view maintenance performance with increasing numbers of
targets in Scenario III. ORCA-DD-AR can achieve a better or equivalent view maintenance per-
formance compared to that of ORCA-DD when there are less than seven targets. The three-agent
case shows the advantage of the proposed method in maintaining both the deviation angle and
agent-target distance. The resulted trajectories of three agents in Scenario III with different
methods are shown in Fig. 5.12. The resulted trajectories with ORCA-DD-HC (Fig. 5.12(c)) are
almost identical to the ones with the proposed method (Fig. 5.12(d)). This is because with the
heading-aware control mapping, agents in this specific scenario do not require to share variant
pair-wise responsibility as agents maintain the view on their target equally well.
When there are more targets intersecting simultaneously, agents are closely around each other
which leaves a little space for agents to perform collision-free manoeuvre. All agents may en-
counter a high risk of losing their target. In such cases, the adaptive responsibility becomes less
effective and can even worsen the view maintenance, for example, in the case of seven targets. In
fact, when there is not enough free space for agents to move, ORCA cannot guarantee collision-
free manoeuvres for each agent due to the strategy of handling empty-set cases: agents without
any accessible collision-free control are allowed to intrude their velocity constraints to find at
least one accessible velocity. The chances of collision are higher when agents has kinematic
constraints and when agents are close to each other. In Scenario III, when there are eight targets
intersecting simultaneously, agents with all methods may experience some collisions with other
agents or targets. Therefore, the results for more than seven targets are not discussed.
In general, the proposed heading-aware control mapping algorithm can achieve a better devi-
ation angle maintenance ratio in Scenario III. However, we notice that there are cases, e.g. with
five targets, the proposed ORCA-DD-HC achieves a slightly smaller deviation angle maintenance
ratio than that of ORCA-DD and ORCA-DD-AR. This is because in Scenario III, targets move
forward to their goal position at all time and the collision-free velocity may only cause the agent
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.13: The deviation angle of two agents to their target over time in Scenario III with five
targets. The proposed method adjusts the agent heading towards its target and causes a slightly
longer time when the deviation angle is larger than half of the camera’s view angle. (a) Results
of agent 1. (b) Results of agent 2.
to head opposite to its target for a short time. In such cases, the proposed method attempts to ad-
just the agent heading towards its target which leads to a slightly longer time when the deviation
angle is larger than half of the FoV view angle (see Fig. 5.13).
5.4 Summary
This Chapter proposed an ORCA-based collision avoidance method for active visual tracking
in multi-agent scenarios. To address view maintenance during collision avoidance manoeuvres,
we proposed an adaptive pair-wise responsibility sharing algorithm based on the velocity dif-
ference between the preferred velocity and the current velocity of an agent. When mapping the
collision-free velocity to a feasible robotic control, we further proposed the heading-aware con-
trol mapping algorithm that accounts for the agent heading deviation from its target in a smooth
manner.
We evaluated the proposed two elements both independently and jointly using real people
trajectories that are extracted from public datasets, and compared them with an ORCA-based
method for differential-drive robotic platforms (ORCA-DD) [128]. The adaptive pair-wise re-
sponsibility algorithm demonstrated a slightly better distance maintenance performance, while
the heading-aware control mapping algorithm showed a prominent advantage in the deviation an-
gle maintenance over the compared method. When two elements are jointly applied, the proposed
method achieved ≥ 20% improvement in the deviation angle maintenance and 3% improvement
in distance maintenance, compared to ORCA-DD with the tested trajectories. However the ad-
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vantage in view maintenance of the proposed method can not be guaranteed for all targets at
all time due to the high dynamics in multi-agent scenes. The proposed adaptive responsibility
sharing algorithm may lose its advantage in view maintenance when many targets, i.e. seven tar-
gets, are intersecting simultaneously. As future work, we plan to further investigate the real time
and collision avoidance performance with multiple robotic platforms using Robotic Operating
System.
Chapter 6
Robotic validation of multi-agent active visual following
6.1 Overview
In this Chapter, we propose and implement a scalable and fully distributed multi-agent system
for concurrent active visual following using edge processing. At each cycle, each agent estimates
the states of all agents and targets via distributed tracking with static cameras, and derives its own
collision-free robotic control on board using the method proposed in Chapter 5. We design and
implement the system on Robotic Operating System (ROS) and address challenges such as wire-
less communication imperfections, including packet delay and loss, caused by interferences and
concurrent transmission, and tracking failures caused by detection or transmission errors [C5].
With ceiling-mounted cameras and Kobuki robotic platforms, we validate the proposed system
in terms of view maintenance, collision avoidance and system latency.
This Chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 introduces the proposed infrastructure
on ROS, where we detail the implementation of each functionality in subsections. Section 6.3
validates the implemented system with four robotic platforms and three web cameras. Subsec-
tion 6.3.1 describes the experimental setup and Subsection 6.3.2 introduces the camera calibra-
tion that is an essential preparation work prior to multi-camera experiments. Subsection 6.3.4
presents the evaluation of real-time performance of the distributed tracking system. Subsec-
tion 6.3.3 presents the motion control performance with the method in Chapter 5 under two
scenarios. Finally, conclusion is drawn in Section 6.4.
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Figure 6.1: ROS nodes and messages for static cameras (blue) and agents (green). The left-hand
side of an arrow indicates the name of a ROS topic. The right-hand side is for the type of a ROS
message communicated on the ROS topic.
6.2 ROS implementation
We assume that all static cameras know the targets and agents to track, and agents know their
respective target to follow.
At each cycle, static cameras detect targets and agents and estimate their pose from visual de-
tections, while agents estimate their pose using on-board odometry sensors (e.g. wheel encoders
and imu sensors). Agents perform local filtering using the Extended Information Filter (EIF) and
distributed fusion with neighbouring static cameras by exchanging local state estimates. Finally,
each agent accounts for view maintenance as an additional constraint to compute its collision-free
motion control with ORCA.
Each static camera and agent is implemented as a composition of ROS nodes and ROS mes-
sage flows in Fig. 6.1. Each ROS node is essentially an executable file that supports event-driven
programming and each ROS message is a data structure that comprises typed data fields. ROS
nodes interact with each other by subscribing from or publishing to ROS topics. In our imple-
mentation, the synchroniser node provides a common time reference for synchronised sensor
capturing by broadcasting Trigger messages at a fixed frequency.
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For each static camera, the sync image capturer node is used for synchronised image capture
on receiving the Trigger message. On receiving an ImageSync message, the static camera detects
targets and agents on the image plane. To simplify the detection procedure, the aruco detector
node detects the fiducial markers attached on top of the robotic platforms and estimates the poses
of detected markers. The aruco detector node finally encapsulates the pose measurements in the
Markers message and publish it to the measurement topic. Finally, on receiving the Markers
message, the distributed tracker node performs local updates and publishes the FusionTerms
messages to the shared fusion topic. On hearing the FusionTerms messages from neighbours, the
node performs distributed fusion.
For each agent, the sync odom capturer node captures synchronised odom measurement and
updates the local state on receiving the Trigger message. On receiving the OdomUpdate message
that carries the updated pose of the agent itself, the distributed tracker node performs local filter-
ing and publishes the FusionTerms messages to the shared fusion topic, which is then subscribed
by the node itself to perform distributed fusion with neighbours. The distributed tracker finally
publishes the States message that encapsulates the estimated poses of all agents and targets to
the estimate state topic. On receiving the States message, the collision-free follower node finally
computes the collision-free robotic control, which is then sent as the Twist message to the Kobuki
actuator node for control execution.
In the following sections, we will present in details the algorithm implementation at each
node and the data structure of each message.
6.2.1 Synchronised sensor capturing
Time-stamping sensed data simultaneously is essential for distributed tracking. We synchronise
the clocks across multiple machines in the local network using the Network Time Protocol with
a machine coordinating this process (detailed procedure can be found here 1). Although the time
discrepancy among machines can be kept within 10−3 seconds after a few minutes, there is a
noticeable delay caused by the initialisation of the nodes in each machine.
We address this delay in initialisation by triggering the sensor-data capturing at each machine
by listening to the synchronisation machine that runs the synchroniser node. The synchroniser
node provides a common time reference by broadcasting Trigger messages at a fixed frequency.
The synchroniser node first delays its processing to wait for all nodes to be initialised at each
1http://wiki.ros.org/ROS/NetworkSetup Last accessed: 30/08/2017
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Figure 6.2: Transmission times for trigger messages with different WiFi devices.
machine and then sends Trigger messages through the synchronisation topic. This delay should
increase with the number of machines and the number of nodes involved. The Trigger message
encapsulates a ROS Header message and the frequency of transmission. The ROS Header mes-
sage 2 contains typed data fields for the sequence number and the time stamp whose values are
set by ROS middleware automatically.
Both the sync image capturer node at static cameras and the sync odom capturer node at
agents listen to the synchronisation topic, while capturing the sensory data at a higher fre-
quency compared to the system frequency. This makes use of cv camera for static cameras
and robot pose ekf for agents. The main idea is that on receiving the Trigger message, the sync
image capturer node and the sync odom capturer node encapsulate and publish the sensory data
for which the time stamp is closest to the time stamp of the received Trigger message.
However, as transmission delays vary with different WiFi devices and conditions (e.g. en-
vironmental interferences), the machines cannot rely only on the receipt of Trigger messages.
Fig. 6.2 shows as an example of the transmission time for the Trigger messages from one ma-
chine to another with different WiFi devices.
To address the variable transmission delay, we enable on each machine a local timer whose
duration is between two consecutive Trigger messages. Each machine performs synchronised
sensor capturing every time the timer is reset. The local timer is reset when the machine receives
an on-time Trigger message, so that it can be maintained consistent with the synchronisation
machine, or when the local timer expires if the Trigger messages are not received on time.
2http://wiki.ros.org/Messages
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Once the sensory data is obtained, the sync image capturer node at static cameras publishes
ImageSync messages to the image raw topic. The ImageSync message encapsulates the image
data as a ROS Image message and the sequence number of the capture needed to fuse information
from multiple machines. Similarly, the sync odom capturer node at agents publishes OdomUp-
date messages to the odom update topic. The OdomUpdate message encapsulates the estimated
agent pose in the form of ROS PoseWithCovariance messages and the sequence number of the
capture.
6.2.2 Target and agent detection
To facilitate the detection process and to focus our analysis on the distributed tracking and col-
lision avoidance processes, we use fiducial markers. Specifically, we use the ArUco marker and
its detector [44] for its robustness to false positives and availability in existing libraries, e.g.
OpenCV and ROS. The detector uses a marker dictionary and outputs the corners and the IDs
of the markers. While the ArUco marker detector is robust to false positives via shape filtering
and code verification [44], it suffers from false negatives under illumination changes or sudden
movements.
To address this problem we use a KLT keypoint tracker on the corners of the marker. In
the case of successful marker detection, the keypoints are updated by the corners of the detected
marker, otherwise the marker detection will use the corners tracked by the KLT tracker.
Although the measurements obtained from the KLT tracker are given lower confidence than
those from the marker detector, the use of the KLT tracker reduces the number of missing mea-
surements and therefore helps the state estimation process of the distributed tracker.
Finally, we estimate the poses of detected markers in world coordinate using the camera
parameters obtained from calibration (We detail how to obtain the camera parameters in Subsec-
tion 6.3.2).
The aruco dectctor node implements the above described procedure. On receiving an Im-
ageSync message, the node performs detection for markers detection and pose estimation, and
finally publishes a Markers message to the measurement topic. The Markers message consists of
a ROS Header message, the sequence number, and an array of Marker messages. Each Marker
message encapsulates the marker ID, a boolean to indicate whether the marker is detected and
a PoseWithCovariance message for the estimated pose. For the markers which are not detected,
we set the boolean to false and leave the pose as NULL.
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6.2.3 Distributed tracking
Static cameras detect targets and agents, while agents contribute the measurements of their own
pose obtained from on-board odometry.
Each ci first updates its local state estimate using EIF [62]. Let ywi (t) be the information form
of the local state estimate at ci for target on (when w = n) or agent j (when w = j). Let Ywi (t) be
the information matrix corresponding to ywi (t). ywi (t) and Y
w
i (t) are obtained using Eq. 2.8.
Each ci then performs distributed fusion by iteratively exchanging local updates with neigh-
bours. We employ the Iterative Covariance Intersection (ICI) for distributed fusion, as it does not
require knowledge of network connectivity [53, 61], which is desired for dynamic networks with
mobile agents. Let xw,ki (t) and X
w,k
i (t) denote the fusion terms that ci exchanges with neighbours
and k be the index of fusion iteration. The initial terms are computed as in Eq. 2.13.
Each ci exchanges with neighbours the terms of all targets and agents. At each iteration k,
the terms are updated similarly as in Eq. 2.14:














where CRi (t) is the set of neighbouring static cameras and agents whose terms are successfully
received by ci; and µ
w,k
j (t) is the weight assigned to the information from c j at iteration k. We











For fully connected networks, only one round of fusion suffices to converge, while for not
fully connected networks, the number of rounds of fusion depends on the level of network con-
nectivity.
The distributed tracker node implements the distributed tracking fusion. On receiving the
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Markers message, the distributed tracker node at static cameras performs local updates and pub-
lishes the FusionTerms messages to the fusion topic. Similarly for agents, on receiving the
OdomUpdate message, the distributed tracker node performs local filtering and publishes the
FusionTerms messages to the fusion topic. The FusionTerms message consists of the Header
message, the source ID to indicate the machine that sends the message, the iteration number, the
sequence number and an array of the FusionTerm messages. The FusionTerm message is com-
posed of the marker ID, the boolean to indicates if the marker is detected, an array for information
vector and an array for information matrix.
The nodes at all static cameras and agents subscribe to the same fusion topic in order to
perform distributed fusion with neighbours. The fusion process of distributed tracker node at
an agent is the same as that at a static camera. On receiving a FusionTerms message, the node
temporarily stores the terms in a local cache for each neighbour. The node performs one fusion
iteration when the FusionTerms messages from all neighbours are received or a pre-set timer
expires. The timer is necessary due to the presence of packer loss and delay, which can stop
the fusion when the node cannot receive all FusionTerms messages. We set the timer to 0.15 s
experimentally. The node currently performs one round of fusion due to the full connectivity.
At the end of fusion, the node at agents prepares the fused posterior state estimates into the
States message and publishes it to the estimate state topic. The States message encapsulates the
Header message, the sequence number, the boolean that indicates if the agent has the estimated
states of all agents and targets and an array of State messages which carries the estimated state of
each agent and target. The State message has the ID of agent or target, the boolean that indicates
if the estimated state is available and the Pose2D message for the estimated state in 2D.
As the communication is lossy and static cameras may fail to provide accurate measurements,
if a node has no measurement of an agent or a target provided by any static cameras for 10
consecutive time steps, the node will reinitialise the local filter and will not provide the states
in the States message by setting the boolean to false. Note that the measurements from odom
sensors are with the initial coordinate of the agent instead of the common world coordinate. The
distributed tracker node at agents will not join fusion with static cameras until its local filer is
initialised by the information from static cameras.
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6.2.4 Collision-free motion control
Each agent computes its preferred velocity and that of all neighbouring agents based on the esti-
mated states of all targets and agents, and then derives the pair-wise velocity constraints induced
by each of its neighbouring agents and targets. Agents that aim to maintain a target in their FoV
have to account also the view maintenance constraint during collision avoidance manoeuvres.
We achieve view maintenance by adapting the pair-wise responsibility when deriving the veloc-
ity constraints and by setting the feedback errors when computing the robotic control from the
collision-free velocity with the objective of minimising the deviation angle of the agent’s head-
ing direction from its target. The details of the proposed algorithm are referred to Section 5.2 in
Chapter 5.
The collision-free follower node implements the computation of the collision-free robotic
control. On receiving the States message, the node first checks if the states of all agents and
targets are available in the received message to proceed, otherwise the node stops the robotic
platform. When it proceeds, the node computes and encapsulates the robotic control, i.e. speed
and steering angle, in the Twist message that is published to the cmd vel topic. On receiving the
Twist message, the Kobuki actuator node derives the speeds for the two wheels, and actuates the
robotic platform.
6.3 Experiment
In this section, we validate the proposed multi-agent system with four Kobuki Turtlebot plat-
forms3: two platforms play the role of agents that actively track and follow their respective
targets, and two platforms play the role of targets. We first assess the view maintenance and
collision avoidance capability and then investigate latencies and real-time performance.
6.3.1 Experimental setup
Three ceiling-mounted static cameras are set to cover a 3 m×3 m square indoor area where in our
case is a teaching room (see Fig. 6.3(a)). The camera poses are not strictly constrained as long
as the cameras share a partial field of view and the three cameras cover the whole experimental
area. Each agent Kobuki moves in the area with the objective of tracking its own target while
avoiding other agents and targets. Each target Kobuki moves along a predefined path at 0.1 m/s.
3http://kobuki.yujinrobot.com/. Last accessed: 28/02/2018
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Figure 6.3: Experimental setup. (a) Blue circles indicate the positions of the static cameras. (b)
A Kobuki with an additional computing unit (Jetson TK1 board supported by a 12V battery), a
WiFi dongle and an ArUco marker. The agents communicate with neighbouring cameras and
agents in an adhoc network.
This speed is slower than typical walking speed due to the constrained experimental area. The
agent-target assignment is known as a priori and the desired agent-target distance is set to 0.8 m.
Each static camera is composed of a Logitech C920 HD Pro with a view angle 78◦ and image
size of 1280×720, a processing unit (provided by a laptop) and a wireless module that supports
the IEEE 802.11 protocol in adhoc mode. The three laptops are a Dell XPS laptop with core i7
(camera 1), a Dell Latitude E5550 with core i5 (camera 2) and a Dell Alienware laptop with core
i5 (camera 3). The wireless device is either a PCI card or a USB dongle.
We added to each Kobuki a wireless module and an Nvidia Jetson TK1 with ARM quad-
core Cortex-A15 as processing unit (see Fig. 6.3(b)). Each Kobuki follows differential-drive
kinematics with two powered wheels, which can be controlled independently, and a passive caster
wheel to maintain balance. The Kobuki has access to the odom measurements from both wheels
and the IMU sensors. On top of each Kobuki, we place an ArUco marker with an ID to ease
detection and identification for three ambient cameras (see Fig. 6.3(a)).
6.3.2 Camera calibration
Prior to the experiment discussion, we explain the procedure for camera calibration that is es-
sential for achieving pose estimation with respect to the common world coordinate. Camera
calibration estimates the camera parameters, i.e. intrinsics, distortion coefficients, and extrin-
sics based on a pinhole camera model. Calibration is essential to achieve the mapping between
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Figure 6.4: Illustration of how to transform the marker pose in the camera coordinate to a com-
mon reference coordinate.
image-plane detections to world coordinate. The intrinsics relate to the camera focal length, scal-
ing factors for row pixels and column pixels and skew factor. The distortion coefficients relate to
the lens imperfections, such as the pin-cushion effect. We use the ROS camera calibration tool to
estimate the intrinsics and distortion coefficients, as it provides online frame selection to ensure
sufficient variety of the checker board positions.
The extrinsics are the rotation and translation of a camera in world coordinate, and varies
when the camera pose changes. The available tools for pose estimation provide the marker pose
in its own camera coordinate rather than in world coordinate, we therefore need the knowledge
of the camera pose in world coordinate as a prior, i.e. the extrinsics.
We obtain the camera extrinsics using a reference marker, whose coordinate is considered as
world coordinate. Fig. 6.4 shows the calibration process for extrinsics. All rotation matrices, R,
are of size 3×3 and translation matrices, t are of size 3×1. W , C and M in the subscript of each
rotation and translation matrix is short for World, Camera and Marker, respectively. The transfor-
mation is from the coordinate behind the vertical slash to the coordinate before the vertical slash.
For example, RW |C is the rotation matrix from camera coordinate to world coordinate. In order
to obtain the marker rotation and translation from world coordinate to marker coordinate (RM|W
and tM|W ), one can first get the transformation from world coordinate to camera coordinate (RC|W
and tC|W ), and then from camera coordinate to marker coordinate (RM|C and tM|C).
The transformation from world coordinate to camera coordinate (RC|W and tC|W ) is the re-
verse of transformation from camera coordinate to world coordinate (RC|W and tC|W ), computed
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: Sample initial positions of targets and agents. Agents can be initialised at any po-
sitions and heading directions within the experimental area. (a) Scenario I. (b) Scenario II. The
paths of target 1 and target 2 are shown as dashed lines in blue and in yellow, respectively.
as:
RC|W = RTW |C
tC|W =−RTW |CtW |C, (6.4)
Where RW |C and tW |C is the estimated rotation and translation of the reference marker. The
extrinsics are the average of results estimated from successful marker detections, in order to be
more robust to detection noises.
With the known camera pose in world coordinate (RC|W and tC|W ), we can transform the pose
of a marker in camera coordinate to world coordinate:
RM|W = RM|CRC|W
tM|W = RM|CtC|W + tM|C, (6.5)
With the known camera pose in world coordinate (RC|W and tC|W ), we can transform the pose of
a marker in camera coordinate to world coordinate:
RM|W = RM|CRC|W
tM|W = RM|CtC|W + tM|C, (6.6)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.6: View maintenance performance of agent 2 with baseline and proposed method. Devi-
ation angle of the agent from its heading to the target with (a) baseline method and (b) proposed
method. Agent-target distance with (c) baseline method and (d) proposed method.
6.3.3 View maintenance and collision avoidance
In this section, we perform multi-robot experiment to demonstrate the advances of view main-
tenance using the proposed algorithm in Chapter 5 compared to the baseline method [128]. We
quantify the view maintenance by the deviation angle of the agent heading to its target and the
agent-target distance [128].
We consider two scenarios (Fig. 6.5): Scenario I is an intersection case and Scenario II is a
meeting case. In both scenarios, agent 1 follows target 1 and agent 2 follows target 2. In Scenario
I, the two targets are initialised with opposing directions along the diagonal of the experimental
area. Targets move forward together and intersect with collision-free paths. Afterwards, the two
targets turn backwards and intersect again by moving forward along straight lines. In Scenario II,
the two targets are initialised with opposing directions along one side of the experimental area.
Targets move towards each other and then turn 90◦ in order to move together (forth and back)
facing the same direction. The positions and heading directions of agents can be initialised in a
flexible manner within the experimental area.






Figure 6.7: Sample frames from static camera 1 when agent 2 needs to move backwards with
the baseline method (left column) and the proposed method (right column). The green triangle
highlights the heading direction of each agent. Markers with blue bounding boxes are detected
by the detector and markers with purple boxes are detected by the KLT corner tracker.
Fig. 6.6 compares the view maintenance of agent 2 in Scenario I with the baseline and the
proposed method. Agent 2 is initialised at a distance that is smaller than the desired agent-target
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.8: The paths of agents (green) and targets (red) in (a) Scenario I and (b) Scenario II.
Agent c1 (c2) follows target o1 (o2).
distance, which leads to a backward velocity before target 2 starts to move. Agent 2 with the
baseline method moves forward while turning to the back, which temporarily causes agent 2 to
face the opposite direction to target 2, i.e. the absolute value of the deviation angle becomes
180◦. With the proposed method, agent 2 moves backward without turning back, so that it can
always face its target. As a result, the overall paths of agents with the proposed method is shorter
than that with the baseline method. Fig. 6.7 shows some sample frames from static camera 1
to demonstrate the movements of agent 2 in the case of backward velocities with the baseline
method (left column) and the proposed method (right column).
Fig. 6.8 shows the paths of agents and targets under both scenarios. There is no collision
among agents and targets throughout the experiments. Fig. 6.9 shows sample frames from static
camera 1 in Scenario II. Two agents need to move towards their target where potential collisions
can occur if no avoidance manoeuvres are applied. The frames show that agents manage to avoid
each other using the proposed ORCA-based method. The multi-camera tracking system extends
the coverage and is robust to single-camera failures. Fig. 6.10 shows sample frames from static
camera 1 and static camera 3, where we can observe that the system keeps tracking when one
camera experiences missing or inaccurate detections.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.9: Sample frames from static camera 1 in Scenario II. Agent 1 (2) follows target 1 (2).
The green triangle highlights the heading direction of each agent. Markers with blue bounding
boxes are detected by the detector and markers with purple boxes are detected by the KLT cor-
ner tracker. The paths of agent 1 and agent 2 are shown as dashed lines in orange and black,
respectively.
6.3.4 Latency analysis
This section analyses the time breakdown for local processing and message transmission latency.
The message type is indicated by capital letters, with the subscript S and R indicating the time
stamp on sending and receiving, respectively (see Fig. 6.11).
For a static camera, the sync image capturer publishes the latest captured image on receiving
a trigger message or at the end of a pre-set timer. The measured time stamps correspond to when
a trigger message is sent from the synchronisation machine, TS, when the local machine receives
the trigger message on time or when the local timer ends in the case of late message arrival, TR,
and when the latest captured image is sent, CS. The aruco detector node publishes the estimated
marker pose on receiving the captured images. The time stamps are measured when the captured
message is received, CR, and the pose measurement message is sent, MS. The distributed tracker
node, which is the same at static cameras and at agents, initiates the distributed fusion process on
receiving the measurement message and publishes the estimated states of agents and targets. The
time stamps are measured when the measurement message is received, MR, and when the state
message is sent, SS.





Figure 6.10: Sample frames from static camera 1 (left column) and static camera 3 (right col-
umn). The green triangle highlights the heading direction of each agent. Markers with blue
bounding boxes are detected by the detector and markers with purple boxes are detected by the
KLT corner tracker.
For an agent, the sync odm capturer node publishes the latest updated odom measurement
from the on-board sensors on receiving the trigger message or at the end of the pre-set timer.
The time stamps are measured when the trigger message is sent, TS, when the trigger message
is received or the pre-set timer ends, TR, and when the latest measurement message is sent, MS.
The collision-free follower node computes and publishes the collision-free control message on
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Figure 6.11: Illustration of the timeline for a static camera (blue) and an agent (green) within
one cycle. T is the trigger message for synchronised capturing, C is the message for captured
sensory data. M is the message for measurements, S for estimated states, and V for robotic
control. Subscript S refers to the time stamp when the corresponding message is sent and R when
the corresponding message is received.
receiving the states of agents and targets. The time stamps are measured when the state message
is received, SR, and when the velocity control message is sent, VS.
Fig. 6.12 shows the results of a 100-second test with a system frequency of 1 Hz using
three static cameras and one agent to investigate the time cost of each node running on different
computing platforms.
TS−TR presents the duration from the time when the synchronisation machine starts a new
cycle to the time when the local machine also starts the new cycle. The synchronisation machine
(XPS laptop) takes negligible time to start a new cycle as the transmission of trigger messages
are within the same machine. Instead the time taken by other machines to start a new cycle varies
because of the transmission delay between machines, the time is bounded within 0.05 s due to
the use of the local timer.
TR −CS is the duration between the start of a local new cycle and the time when newly
captured sensory data (at static cameras) or measurements (at agents) is sent. A time difference of
0.01 s separates the start of a cycle and the capture of new data or measurements as the capturing
process runs as a separate thread at a higher frequency than that of the system. When a new
cycle starts, the actual capture may occur slightly later or earlier depending on the multi-thread
handling scheme.
CR−MS is the duration of the marker detection and pose estimation that takes place at static
cameras. The Latitude (with four logical processing units) takes on average around 0.1 s, more
than twice the time taken by Alienware and XPS (with eight logical processing units).





Figure 6.12: Breakdown of the local processing and transmissions over time on three laptops and
one Jetson board. Left column: stacked bar plots for the duration breakdown at each machine.
Right column: corresponding box plots of all durations. (a),(b) Results for XPS as static camera
1; (c),(d) results for Latitude as static camera 2; (e),(f) results for Alienware as static camera 3;
(g),(h) results for the Jetson board as agent 1.
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MR−SS is the duration for distributed tracking. Each machine waits for the fusion message
corresponding to the same round from all neighbouring machines and then performs a round of
fusion. The Latitude takes longer in preparing its measurements which leads to late transmission
of its Fusion message. Each machine performs fusion once the pre-set timer expires in the case
of missing or delayed Fusion messages. This explains why the MR−SS of all machines is bound
within the length of the pre-set timer, 0.15 s. Finally, the duration for computing the collision-free
control by each agent, SR−VS, is 0.01 s.
The overall system frequency with the current implementation is 4 Hz. The major contributor
to the latency is image processing, which can be improved with more powerful computing devices
and parallelisation techniques.
6.4 Conclusion
This Chapter presented the implementation of a distributed multi-agent system where agents
perform distributed tracking with ceiling-mounted static cameras and computes collision-free
robotic controls without any central processing. The system handles practical issues, including
the communication imperfections through the use of local timers and the tracking failures by
temporarily stopping the agents. With real robotic platforms, we showed that the system is able
to handle collision avoidance among agents and targets while maintaining the view on targets
being followed.
As future work, we will speed-up the current frequency, i.e. 4 Hz, of the system with a
parallel implementation of the vision pipeline and we will extend the system to work in wider
areas with a network that is not fully connected.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Summary of achievements
This thesis presented a collaborative tracking framework with static cameras for camera-equipped
agents to perform collision-free active visual tracking in wide areas (e.g. in museums or airports).
In order to achieve a scalable multi-agent system, agents are designed to track nearby targets and
make independent decisions, i.e. selecting their target to serve and computing collision-free
control, via only neighbourhood communication without any control centre.
Agents track targets jointly with static ceiling-mounted smart cameras so that multi-view in-
formation can be utilised to address occlusions in populated scenes. Distributed tracking enables
each node (i.e. a static camera or an agent) with agreed target state estimates via neighbourhood
communication. However, traditional distributed tracking schemes are bandwidth demanding as
all nodes are involved for the iterative state updates. Communication imperfections, e.g. packets
loss and errors, can worsen tracking accuracy as the number of targets increases. This thesis
therefore proposed a three-stage communication-aware coalition formation framework prior to
distributed tracking. Each static camera joins tracking coalitions based on a marginal utility
that accounts for both tracking confidence and the communication link quality. The proposed
coalition-based distributed tracking outperforms distributed tracking without coalitions in terms
of convergence speed and tracking accuracy. Compared to the decentralised tracking strategy, the
coalition-based distributed tracking achieves comparable tracking accuracy and communication
cost with the modelling of packet loss and packet errors.
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On hearing requests from nearby static cameras, agents select their target based on a proposed
local criterion that accounts for the relative agent-target states and the tracking priority provided
by static cameras. With the proposed criterion, a higher prioritised observation time can be
achieved compared to the distance-based agent-target assignment without consuming more en-
ergy. Each agent computes the robotic control to actively track its target with view maintenance.
This thesis investigated the trade-off between view maintenance and energy efficiency. With the
proposed energy-efficient motion controller, 10% energy cost can be reduced without compensat-
ing much deterioration in the view maintenance performance (3%) when tested with real people
trajectories, compared to the controller that only accounts for view maintenance.
As there is the presence of multiple agents and targets, collision avoidance is considered in the
motion control. The ORCA method is appropriate for collision avoidance among multiple agents
with different tasks due to its reciprocity for avoiding undesired oscillations. This thesis proposed
an ORCA-based method with adaptive responsibility sharing and heading-aware robotic control
to address view maintenance during collision avoidance manoeuvres. The adaptive responsibil-
ity sharing algorithm assigns less responsibility to agents with higher risks of losing their target
in the camera’s FoV based on the difference between their preferred velocity and current veloc-
ity. The heading-aware robotic control algorithm aims to avoid unnecessary target loss when an
agent has backward movements by minimising the deviation angle from the agent heading to
its target in a smooth manner. With real people trajectories extracted from public datasets, the
adaptive pair-wise responsibility algorithm demonstrates a slightly better distance maintenance
performance, while the heading-aware control mapping algorithm shows a prominent advantage
in the deviation angle maintenance, compared to the ORCA-based method for differential-drive
agents. The proposed method with two elements achieves ≥ 20% improvement in the deviation
angle maintenance and 3% improvement in distance maintenance.
In short, this thesis addressed i) the scalable collaboration among static cameras and agents to
enable agents perform autonomous active visual tracking and ii) the collision avoidance among
agents and targets with emphasis on view maintenance. In order to deploy such multi-agent
system to serve people in populated environments, further research efforts are required where
three future directions are identified with respect to the current advances in robotic control and
computer vision.
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7.2 Future work
Deep learning for multi-agent collision avoidance
The ORCA method uses well-defined geometric rules for collision avoidance which may
fail in densely crowded scenes. The strategy that a person employs to navigate in crowded
scenes without colliding with other people can be promising to address this issue and in the
mean time achieve social awareness [69].
Deep learning techniques, such as recurrent neural networks, can be used for learning im-
plicit social conventions that people obey for collision avoidance using large datasets. So-
cial long short-term memory network (Social LSTM) [3] has been used for human move-
ment prediction. The network was trained using publicly available datasets and the predic-
tion results have been successfully tested on a single robot, Jackrabbot1, for navigating in
a crowded university campus. A neural network has also been trained for avoiding colli-
sions among multiple agents, where the problem is formulated as a multi-class classification
problem [79]. The training inputs are the ground-plane observation of nearby agents and
their preferred velocities, and the output class is the partition of the velocity space. The
network is trained using simulated data generated by the ORCA method. Although the
learnt strategy is not as good as ORCA in terms of motion smoothness, this work demon-
strates the capability of deep learning techniques for modelling a highly dynamic system.
Moreover, it can be time-consuming to anticipate multi-agent paths for optimised collision
avoidance. Deep learning techniques, for instance with deep reinforcement learning [26],
can reduce the expensive online computation to offline training procedures, so that real-time
multi-agent control becomes feasible.
Deep learning is promising, but because it is a data-driven approach, it is difficult to fully
interpret the complex non-linear networks. For safety-sensitive applications, the explain-
ability of a model is essential to design more efficient and safer models. Recent research
efforts have been put in interpreting deep neural networks [87] by visualising the input that
produces the maximal activation either at a neuron level [143] or at a layer level [82]. As
future works, in addition to use the deep neural networks, we will also analyse the reasons
of its efficiency and the causes of its failures in order to achieve risk-free applications.
Accurate people detection
1http://cvgl.stanford.edu/projects/jackrabbot/
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For real-world applications, it is essential to achieve reliable and accurate detection of peo-
ple from the image plane without artificial features (e.g. fiducial markers). Traditionally,
hand-crafted features, e.g. gradients (e.g. edges) [30] or their spatial arrangement (e.g. tex-
tures) [136], are extracted and trained for an object model using various machine learning
algorithms, such as support vector machine [42]. Recent years, deep learning techniques
have been largely applied and outperform traditional approaches without the need of ex-
plicit feature extraction [45]. A promising object detector, the YOLO (short for You Only
Look Once) detector, uses an end-to-end neural network to predict both bounding boxes
(localisation) and class probabilities (classification) [109]. YOLO detector can achieve 45
frames per second with low false positive rates but more localisation errors [109]. Different
detectors can be further combined to improve the detection accuracy in order to complement
the weakness of any single detector [126, 115]. The main challenge we see is the efficient
combination of multiple detectors that improves the detection accuracy while achieving
real-time on-board processing.
Simultaneous localisation and mapping for flexible deployments
This thesis assumes agents are aware of their own poses and the environment is controlled
without any static obstacles. For the deployment of real robots in uncontrolled environ-
ments, robots are required to be able to accurately localise themselves and form local un-
derstanding of the environment, i.e. the obstacles around them. SLAM works on the simul-
taneous estimation of the robot state and the construction of the environment in a global co-
ordinate, using on-board sensors, such as a camera or range finder [19]. SLAM using visual
inputs (vision-based SLAM) can provide sufficient localisation accuracy, even for commer-
cial usage, such as Dyson’s vacuum robot2. Recently, multiple-robot SLAM has attracted
research attention for the benefits of its improved speed of building map in wide areas and
robustness to single-robot failures. However price comes with the increased complexity
in map updating [114]. Centralised paradigms have been mostly adopted for collaborative
vision-based SLAM due to limited on-board computational capability [140, 120], where
each robot independently performs real-time visual odometry, sends map points and key
frames to a more computationally powerful central server for map updating, and receives
the merged map from the server. As future work, we would like to incorporate collaborative
2http://spectrum.ieee.org/automaton/robotics/home-robots/dyson-the-360-eye-robot-vacuum
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vision-based SLAM to enable robots navigate in less controlled environments and explore
a distributed paradigm that avoids the use of a central server.
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